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Bahasa Inggeris telah merentasi sempadan negara-negara barat dan memasuki negara- 
negara lain sebagai bahasa antarabangsa tetapi berjuta-juta penutur Bahasa Inggeris 
sebagai bahasa kedua menghadapi masalah disebabkan oleh faktor tidak kenal pasti 
(unintelligibility) dan tidak dapat difahami (incomprehensibility). Hal ini berlaku adalah 
disebabkan masalah ekzistas global mahupun tempatan kerana meminggirkan sistem 
pembelajaran dan sebutan bahasa tersebut. Menurut kajian yang dijalankan dalam 
konteks negara Pakistan, pengunaan Bahasa Inggeris di dalam komunikasi harian adalah 
sangat berkurangan walaupun bagi golongan yang berpendidikan tinggi. Tujuan kajian ini 
adalah untuk mengkaji sama ada arahan fonetik yang jelas mengatasi arahan tersirat. Dua 
kumpulan eksperimen dipilih secara rawak di mana setiap kumpulan terdiri daripada 17 
subjek. Terdapat dua pembolehubah bebas (arahan fonetik jelas dan tersirat) dan dua 
pembolehubah bersandar (kecerdasan dan kepekaan). Setiap kumpulan dirawat dengan 
rawatan khas dan diuji dengan cara pra diuji dan pasca ujian Oleh itu, tahap kecerdasan 
diukur oleh dua orang pakar dari sebuah universiti di Pakistan menggunakan skala Likert 
sembilan mata manakala kepekaan dinilai melalui ujian mendengar IELTS. Data tersebut 
dikira menggunakan ujian Sampel Bebas dan ujian Sampel Pasangan untuk melihat 
perbezaan antara cara kedua-dua kumpulan. Dapatan antara kumpulan menunjukkan 
perbezaan antara Kumpulan A dan B untuk kecerdasan dan kepekaan yang mana 
perbezaan adalah signifikan secara statistic. Secara kesimpulannya, keputusan 
menunjukkan bahawa kumpulan yang menerima pengajaran fonetik dan fonologi yang 
jelas menunjukkan prestasi yang lebih baik daripada kumpulan yang dirawat dengan 
arahan secara tersirat. Selain itu, tinjauan soal selidik telah dijalankan untuk melihat 
pendapat subjek mengenai kajian di mana kebanyakan mereka bersetuju bahawa mereka 
tidak menyedari ciri bunyi sebelum menjalankan kajian dan pengajaran sebutan harus 
dimasukkan dalam kandungan dan penilaian matapelajaran di sekolah di Pakistan. Kajian 
semasa mungkin menjadi tonggak dalam menyelesaikan masalah kecerdasan dan 
pemahaman dalam konteks Pakistan yang mempromosikan sebutan pengajaran melalui 
arahan yang jelas. 
 




English language has been established as World Englishes but millions of non-native 
English speakers face problems due to unintelligibility and incomprehensibility. This 
problem exists globally and locally, which is partly because of the marginalisation of the 
teaching of pronunciation. The current study was carried out in the Pakistani context 
where deficiency in English language is rampant. The purpose of the study was to 
investigate whether explicit phonetic and phonological instructions are more effective 
that the implicit instruction. Two experimental groups were randomly selected in which 
each group consisted of 17 subjects. There were two independent variables (the explicit 
phonetic and phonological instructions versus the implicit instruction) and two dependent 
variables (intelligibility and comprehensibility). Each group was treated with a special 
treatment and was pretested and posttested. Intelligibility was measured by two experts 
from a Pakistani university using a 9-point Likert scale, while comprehensibility was 
evaluated through the IELTS listening test. The data was computed using an Independent 
Samples t-test and a Paired Samples test to see the difference between the means of both 
groups. The inter groups means difference between Group A and B for intelligibility and 
comprehensibility was statistically significant. The results indicate that the group who 
received the explicit phonetic and phonological instructions outperformed the group who 
was treated with the implicit instruction. Furthermore, a questionnaire survey was 
conducted to explore the opinions of the subjects about the study in which most on them 
agreed that they were unaware of sounds and prosodic features before the treatment. They 
also believe that the teaching of pronunciation should be included in the content and 
assessment at school in Pakistan. The current study may be a milestone in solving the 
intelligibility and comprehensibility problems in the Pakistani context  promoting 
teaching pronunciation via explicit instruction. 
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This chapter includes the background of the study, accompanied with the purpose of the 
study, statement of the problem, research questions, theoretical background, significance 




1.1 Background of the Study 
 
1.1.1 Intelligibility and Comprehensibility Issues in the Global Context 
In any language, communication is carried out through different skills but the most 
common and easiest source of communication depends upon speaking and listening 
skills, which are the most neglected areas in formal education in many parts of the world 
(Derwing & Munro 2005; Derwing & Rossiter (2002; Sohrab, 1996). There are many 
factors which are responsible for the negligence of these skills. For example, lack of 
knowledge of pronunciation in ELT teachers, its exclusion from summative assessment, 
lack of material for teaching pronunciation and use of traditional methods in ELT 
classroom. It was claimed that the inability to pronounce words correctly is a cognitive 
rather than physical in conceptualizing the raw sound (Gilakjani & Ahmadi, 2011). As 
incorrect pronunciation leads to the misconception about a phenomenon that may 
decrease or increase intelligibility (speaker's ability to be understood) and 
comprehensibility (listener's ability to give the meaning to the words) due to the correct 
or incorrect pronunciation (Majoka, Khan & Khan, 2016). Teaching of pronunciation 
may increase intelligibility and comprehensibility but it is sidelined with the assumption 
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Intelligibility Test for Pilot Study 
 
This is the test of intelligibility for the pilot study. (The subjects were asked to pronounce 
loudly the words and their speeches were recorded then the speeches were evaluated 
using 9-point Likert scale by two expert university teachers. Kashiwagi et al. (2005), 
Gordon et al. (2013), Khanbeiki (2015), Papachristou (2011) and Saito (2007; 2011) also 
used this method. 
1. Tonight       /tˈnaɪt/ 
 
2. Tomorrow /tˈmɒr.oʊ/ 
 
3. Perhaps /præps/ 
 
4. Pencil          /pʰn. sᵊ/ 
 





The Comprehensibility Test for Pilot Study 
 
.The listening was played on computers. The subjects were asked to listen to the listening 
carefully and write or tick the correct answer through the comprehension of the 
recording. Then the answers were marked by answer key given by the Cambridge 
University. Mokhtari and Chalak (2016) used this test and Beinhoff’s (2014) and Kim’ s 



















Material for Explicit Instruction 
Instructions Regarding Production of Speech 
The aspect of speech production is related to physiology of speech. Thus, understanding 
of speech production needs to start the investigation from the anatomy of speech organs 
because it is very important (Leiberman & Blumstein, 1988) to get knowledge about all 
the speech organs around the vocal tract because one cannot predict what kind of 
structures might be relevant investigating different speech aspects. The names of speech 
organs should be memorize for the clear functions of every organ. It is natural 
phenomenon that the speech organs’ primary functions (respiratory and digestive 
functions) is different from speech production. However, to understand these organs 
speech and their functions, it is necessary to study three systems which contribute in 
speech productions, i.e., (Sethi & Dhamija, 2006) articulatory system, phonatory system 
and respiratory system. 
In articulatory system, approximately 16 organs are responsible for speech 
production. 
1) Upper lip 
 
2) Lower lip 
 
3) Upper teeth 
 
4) Lower teeth 
 
5) Alveolar ridge (tooth ridge) 
 
6) Hard palate 
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9) Tongue tip 
 
10) Tongue front 
 
11) Tongue middle 
 








16) Epiglottis (Nasr, 1997) 
 


















The stated above three systems participate in speech production. The respiratory system 
is the source of energy and phonatory system is sound source while articulatory system is 
a source of resonance (Nakagawa, Shikano & Tohkura, 1996). All these information 
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about the anatomy of speech organs help the English learners of pronunciation in 
understanding the different sound places regarding various aspects. The description of all 
these speech organs is integrated part of explicit instructions and it also helps students in 




Instruction Regarding Description of speech 
 
In speech description it will be investigated what are the sounds of what kinds and of 
what categories. These sounds are categorized according to their ways of being spoken 
and according the places from where they emerge. 
i. Vowels 
 
According to Kelly (2000) there are 20 vowels categorized as monophthongs and 
diphthongs. 
Monophthongs: /iː/, /ɪ/, /ʊ/, /uː/, /e/, /ə/, /ɜː/, /ɔː/, /æ/, /ʌ/, /ɑː/, /ɒ 
Diphthongs: /ɪə/, /ʊə/, /eə/, /eɪ/, /ɔɪ/, /aɪ/, /əʊ/, /aʊ/ 
ii. Consonants 
 
Consonants are 24 which are divided according to aspects or manners and places of 
articulation, for example, they can be categorized (Davenport & Hannahs, 2005) when 
one looks at them according to manners or aspects: 
a. Obstruent 
 
Stops/Plosives: /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/ 
 
Fricatives: /f/, /v/, /θ/, /ð/, /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /h/ 
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Nasal: /m/, /n/, /ŋ/ 
Liquids: /l/, /r/ 
Glides: /j/, /w/ 
The details of consonants with examples can be seen in the section above. Phonetic is 
scientific study of sound which is a distinctive study course for learners of English 
pronunciation. The letters of English language are 26 while sounds that represent these 
letters, are 44. because there great difference between the spelling of words and their 
pronunciation (Konar, 2011). For example, (Paterno, 2006) letter “a” represent five sound 
in different contexts as /æ/ in cat /e/ in hate /a/ in arm /ɛ/ in any /ɛə/ in bear. So, the study 




Instruction Regarding International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 
 
IPA has been compiled by the collaboration of outstanding phoneticians integrating 
materials of copious members of International Phonetic Association. IPA provides a 
(International Phonetic Association, 2007) comprehensive agreed sounds system as well 
as symbols of sounds of many languages with dozens of illustrations. The study of IPA is 
an essential component of teaching pronunciation. The English pronunciation learners 
must be adept in using IPA key board. They should learn transcription using specific 
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symbols to each sound. The usage of IPA key will automated the pronunciation learning 









No doubt that the errors in words pronunciation lead to errors in connected speech. But 
the pronunciation of words also change in connected speech. Words produced in isolation 
( called citation forms) have different pronunciation from the pronunciation in connected 
speech due to stress and intonation variances which are (Cruttenden, 2013 and Low, 
2014) affected by their neighboring sounds. The same is the case of the sounds of 
segments which adopt different nature of sounds from the sounds when they are 
pronounced in isolation such as in words some segments are elided, some take the sound 
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of neighboring segments. Therefore, learners should be aware of the suprasegmental 
components such as stress, intonation, rhythm and pitch so that he can convey and 
understand the message through communication. Let us start from the instruction of 
phonemes and allophones. 
Instruction Regarding Phoneme and Allophones 
 
The researcher’s concern here is not to define what is phoneme and allophone but the 
phonemic rules are to be discussed for the explicit instructional purpose. As it is stated 
above that phoneme is abstract representation of meaning in the mind of speaker while 
phone is the actual physical representation of the phoneme. The issue that must be 
discussed here is the rules for allophones which occur differently in different contexts. A 
phoneme has many its representations in the shape of allophones. Actually when a 
phoneme has changes in pronunciation due to different contexts these distributed changes 
are called allophones. These distributions are sometimes overlapping (Yavas, 2011) and 
sometime complementary. 
a. In overlapping distribution two different phonemes occurs in the same contexts as 
in “root and boot” because both phones represent different meaning so, the 
interchanging of phonemes will change meaning of words. Surely, English learner 
must be aware of such kind rhyming words which seem to be similar but they are 
not similar and he must avoid of such blunder mistakes of exchanging different 
phonemes. 
b. It is also mentionable (Laurel J. Brinton, 2000) according to phonemic rule that 
the symbol between slashes such as /p/ symbolizes phoneme and the symbol put 
in brackets as in [pʰ] implies allophone. 
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c. In complementary distribution the case is vice versa that the contexts are different 
and phonemes are the same but different allophones such as /t/ occurs in different 
two context “top” and “think”. Here /t/ has complementary distribution of phones 
[tʰ] and [θ]. The interchange of this kind of distribution cannot change the meaning 
of words. However, the interchange seems odd and absurd which may frustrate 
the listener. 
d. The sound /t/ is aspirated in word-initial as in “take” [tʰeɪk] (Zsiga, 2013) and it is 
glottalized in word-final as in “cat” [kæt]. 
e. The sound /l/ is light in word-initial as in “life” L[laɪf] but dark in word-final as in 
“sail” [seɪɫ]. 
f. What happens to the sounds /t and l/ in word-medial? Are the sound /t/ aspirated 
and the sound /l/ would be light? For example, in “attack” and “fallow” No, but /t/ 
would be glottalized and /l/ would be dark. How it happens? It happens due to 
syllable division because the both words are two syllables, so, /t and l/ sounds 
happen on coda like word-final. 
g. According phonological rule the sound /p/ its voiceless stops or glottalized  
family: /t and k/ are aspirated (Denham & Lobeck, 2013) when it comes in word- 
initial of the stressed syllables but it is unaspirated plosive in other positions, for 
instance, “pot” [pʰɑːt] and “top” [tɑːp]. 
 
 
Instruction Regarding syllable 
 
a. Syllable is a unit of organized sound around more sonorant sound (that is called 
peak consists on vowel sound). 
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b. A word having more than one syllable has strong syllable and weak syllables. 
 
Strong syllable is long syllable (Rouch, 1998) due to its strong peak or nucleus 
while weak syllable is short syllable because it consists weak nucleus. 
c. The least sonorant is vowel schwa /ə/ which is commonly linked to weak syllable. 
 
It is produced through least open vocal tract at the mid of front and back vocal 
tract. Rouch (1998) presents some particular positions where it happens making 
its syllable weak. 
I. The syllable spelt with “a” /ə/ is weaker while strong form would have /æ/ 
as in “ahead” [əˈhed] “barracks” [ˈbær.ək] 
II. The syllable spelt “ar” /ər/ is weaker comparing to /ɑː/ as in “parade” [pəreɪd] 
and “manoch” [ˈmɑː.nɚk] 
III. The syllable spelt with “ate” /ət/ is weaker, for example, “chocolate” 
[ˈtʃɑːk.lət], “intimate” [ɪ̍n.tɪ.ət], “inadequate” [ɪ̍næd.ɪ.kwət] and 
“passionate” [ˈpæʃᵊn.ət]. 
IV. The syllable spelt with “o” is weaker as in “tonight” [təˈnaɪt] “tomorrow” 
[təˈmɒr.oʊ] and “tobacco” [təˈbæk.oʊ]. 
V. The  syllable  spelt  with  “or”  is  weaker  as  in  “opportune”  [ˌɑː.pɚtuːn]  and 
“color” [ˈkʌl.əʳ]. 
VI. The syllables spelt with “er” are weaker such as “commoner” [ˈkɑː.mən.ər] 
and “gangster” [ˈgæŋ.stəʳ]. 
VII. The syllables which are spelt with “e” are weaker as in “women” 
[ˈdev.ᵊl.mənt] and “foremen” [ˈfɔː.mən]. 
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VIII. The syllables spelt with “u” are weaker like “supporter” [səˈpɔ ːr.təʳ] and 
“but” [bət]. 
IX. The syllables spelt with “ous”   as in “generous” [ˈdʒen.ᵊr.əs]   and 
“suspicious” [sə.ˈspɪʃ.əs]. 
d. Other sonorant that are associated with weak syllables are close front such as /i ː
and ɪ/ whose examples are: 
I. When they happen in word-final as in “happy” [ˈhæp.i] and “valley” 
[ˈvæl.i]. 
II. When they happen in morpheme-final of “ing’, “st” and “er” as suffixes 
such as “worrying” [ˈwʌr.i.ɪŋ], “driest” [draɪəst] and “busy” [ˈbɪz.ɪr] 
III. When they occur in prefixes: “re”, “pre” and “de” they are weaker if they 
are   followed   by   a   vowel   as   in   “reassess”   [ˌriː.əˈses],   “preoccupy” 
[ˌpri ˈːɒkjuːpaɪ] and “deactivate” [diˈæk.tɪ.veɪt]. 
IV. The article  “the” [ðiː] as in  “the  onion”  [ðiː  ˈʌn.jen]  when  it  precedes  a 
vowel  on  the  onset  of  its  next  word  and  the  words  “he”,  [hiː]  “she”,  [ʃiː] 
“we”, [wiː] “me” [miː] and “be” [biː] when they are unstressed. 
e. The syllable which have back close vowel: “u: and ʊ” are very rate in English 
(Rouch, 1998) only some example can be taken such as “to, do, you, into” when 
do not precede consonant and are not stressed but “though and who” are weak in 
all positions. 
f. Mostly weak syllables possess a vowel but there are also weak syllables which 
have consonants instead of vowels. These syllables consist of “l” or nasal sound 
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and  “l”  is  indicated  with  syllable  symbol  [l],  for  example,  “settle”  [ˈset.l],  and 
“rumble” [ˈrʌm.bl]. 
g. Generally weak syllables with “n” are composed of plosives or fricatives plus 
“en” uncommonly in word-initial but commonly of in word-medial and word- 
final   as   in   “tonnage”   [ˈtʌn.ɪdʒ],   “threaten”   [ˈθret.n],   “threatening”   [̍θret.n.ɪŋ], 




Instruction Regarding Word Stress 
 
The definition of stress has been already described in the last section. A in a syllable  
there is a peak point that is prominent component of syllable and that is responsible for 
construction of syllable likewise in a word there are many syllables and among them one 
syllable dominates others in long duration of articulation. The important question is 
which syllable would be stressed and which syllables would be unstressed. There should 
be some rules to answer this question but it is too complex. Kelly (2001) points out that 
are rules for word stress are only tendencies not exact rules but rules of thumb. However, 
we may call them rules to facilitate English learner for practical applications with the 
numerous possible exceptions. 
a. Nouns and adjectives having tow syllables are stressed on the first syllable as in 
“sister” [ˈsɪs.təʳ], and “actor” [ˈæk.təʳ]. 
b. Frequently prefixes: “re”, “in”, “dis”, “ex”, “un”, etc, are unstressed and the 
second or third syllables are stressed such as “reassess” [ˌriː.əˈses] and “disturb” 
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c. Suffixes: “ly”, “al”, “ ive”, “ent”, “ant”, “ic”, “ium”, etc, are unstressed 
(Kenworthy, 1988) and stress may occur in first syllable of the three syllable 
words and in four or five syllable words the stress may be on in middle or 
elsewhere but not on the last and first syllables such as and “actually” 
[ˈæk.tʃu.ə.li],       “administrative”       [adˈmɪn.ɪ.strə.tɪv]       and       “administratively” 
[adˈmɪn.ɪ.strə.tɪv.li]. 
d. Some certain suffixes (Kenworthy, 1988) cause their preceding syllables stressed 
such as: 
-ive regressive [rɪˈɡres.ɪv] 
 
-ient impatient [ɪmˈpeɪ. ʃ ə nt] 
 
-iant deviant [ˈdiː.vi.ənt] 
 
-ial potential [pəˈten.ʃ ə l] 
 
-ion invention [ɪnˈven.ʃ ə n] 
 
-ic symbolic [sɪmˈbɒl.ɪk] or[-ˈbɑː.lɪk] 
 
-ian Australian [ɒsˈtreɪ.li.ən] or[ɑːˈstreɪl.jən] 
 
-ious Gracious [ˈɡreɪ.ʃəs] 
 
-ical mechanical [məˈkæn.ɪ.k ə l] 
 
-ity utility [juːˈtɪl.ɪ.ti] or [-ə.ti]  or acceptability [əkˌsep.təˈbɪl.ɪ.ti] or [-ə.ti] 
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-iate differentiate [ˌdɪf.əˈren.ʃi.eɪt] 
 
-iary auxiliary [ɔːɡˈzɪl.i. ə r.i] or [ɑːɡˈzɪl.i.er-] 
 
-iable   appreciable [əˈpriː.ʃə.bl] 
 
-ish vanish [ˈvæn.ɪʃ] 
 
-ify specify [ˈspes.ɪ.faɪ] 
 
-iar familiar [fəˈmɪl.i.ə r ] or [-jɚ] 
 
-ible incredible [ɪnˈkred.ɪ.bl] 
 
e. The words having suffix “able” do not change order of stress. The syllable which 
was stressed before suffixing “able” remains intact, for example, “accept” 
[əkˈsept] “acceptable” [əkˈsept.ə.bl], etc,. 
 
 
f. Compound words made of two nouns or noun and an adjective, or a verb and a 
preposition  are  tend  to  be  stressed  on  first  word  such  as  “hotpot”  [̍hɒt.pɒt], 
“sorehead” [ˈsɔːr.hed], “put-on” [ˈpʊt.ɒn] or [-ɑːn] and “grandmother” [ˈɡræn.mʌð.ə r ] 
[ˈɡræm-] or [-ɚ]. 
 
g. The words which occurs as nouns as well as verbs would have two positions: as 
nouns the first syllable is stressed and as verb the last syllable is stressed as in 
“record” [ˈrek.ɔːɚd] as noun and “record” [re.ˈk.ɔːrd] as a verb. 
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Instruction Regarding Liaison (Linking) 
 
a. One shape of liaison or linking is that the unpronounced sound is pronounced 
when a consonant phoneme is preceded and followed by vowels as in “far away” 
[fɑːrəweɪ] and “her ear” [hər ɪr]. 
 
b. Furthermore, in rhotic accent (r) sound appears when it is preceded by vowels 
such as “car” [kɑːr] and “bar” [bɑːr]. 
c. Another form to liaison is done by insertion of new sound (r) which is not present 
in the content but in speaking intrusive (r) sound is inserted as in media event, 
visa  application,  shah  of  Persia  and  sepicially  in  single  word  drawing  [midiəʳ 
 
ɪvent], [viːzəʳ æplɪkeɪʃn], [ʃɑːʳ əv pɜːʃə] and [drɔːʳ ɪŋ]. 
 
d. If  phoneme  (iː) or  (ɪ),  whether  it  is  (Kelly,  2001)  part  of  diphthongs,  occur  in 
word-final and follows a vowel a new sound (j) is produced, for instance, “I am” 
[aɪjæm] and “reassure” [rijəˈʃʊər]. 
 
e. Beside intrusive (r and j) some sound can inserted such as in “zoology” [zuːʷɑl.ə.dʒi], 
“go in” [gəʊwɪn] and “go on” [gəʊwʊn] 
 
 
Instruction Regarding Elision 
 
In elision, sound may be deleted due to requisites of fluency, for example: 
 
a. The phoneme /t and d/ is deleted when they are preceded and followed by 
consonant sounds; “next dwelling” [ˈneks dwel.ɪŋ], “texts” [teks], and “served 
meal” [sɝːv mɪəl]. 
b. But the sounds /t and d/ cannot be deleted when they are preceded by consonants 
 
/l and n/ as in “built muscle” [bɪlt ˈmʌs] and “sent text” [sent tekst]. 
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c. The schwa sound (ə) may be elided in the weak syllables such as “tonight” [tˈnaɪt] 
and “perhaps” [præps]. 
d. The sound /v/ can be deleted in “of” before (Rouch, 2005) consonant as in “way 
of life” the /v/ sound may be zero sound. 




Instruction Regarding Assimilation 
 
The details about assimilation how it occurs, is stated above. Here is given concisely 
some instruction. Kelly (2001) puts some rules regarding assimilation which can be 
summarized as under: 
a. The sounds /t, d and n/ assimilates to the consonant sounds /p, b and m/, for 
 
example:  
-that boat [ðæb boʊt] the sound /t/ is modified to /b/ 
-department [dɪˈpɑːrp.mənt] the sound /t/ is modified to /p/ 
-red building [ˈreb bɪl.dɪŋ] the sound /d/ is modified to /b/ 
-ten males [ˈtem meɪl] the sound /n/ is modified to /m/ 
 






-that case [ˈðæk keɪs] the sound /t/ is modified to /k/ 
-that guy [ˈðæk gaɪ] the sound /t/ is modified to /k/ 
The sound /d/ adopts the sound /g/ when the sounds /k or g/ follows it. 
-good guy [ˈɡʊg gaɪ] the sound /d/ is modified to /g/ 




d. The nasal /n/ is assimilated to sound /ŋ/ when it is followed by /g or k/. 
 
-ten girls [teŋ ɡɝːlz] the sound /n/ is modified to /ŋ/ 
 
-own cat [oʊŋ kɑːr] the sound /n/ is modified to /ŋ/ 
 
e. The sound /s/ may adopt the sound /ʃ/ if it is followed by /ʃ/. 
 
-this shadow [tɪʃ ʃ̍æd.əʊ] the sound /s/ is modified to /ʃ/ 
 
f. The sound /z/ can assimilate to sound /ʒ/ when sound /ʃ/.follows it 
 
these sheep- ]ðiːʒ ʃiːp] the sound /z/ is modified to /ʒ/ 
 
g. The sound /d/ may assimilate to /dʒ/ when it precedes sound /j/. 
 









The Pretest and Posttest for Comprehensibility 
 
The listening was played on computers. The subjects were asked to listen to the listening 
carefully and write or tick the correct answer through the comprehension of the 
recording. Then the answers were marked through answer key given by the Cambridge 
University. Mokhtari and Chalak (2016) used this test and Beinhoff’s (2014) and Kim’s 






































The Pretest and Posttest for Intelligibility 
The subjects of the study were asked to pronounce the words and their speeches were 
recorded. The recordings were rated manually by two expert using 9-point Likert scale. 
Kashiwagi et al. (2005), Gordon et al. (2013), Khanbeiki (2015), Papachristou (2011) and 
Saito (2007; 2011) also used this method. 
1. Academic /æk.əˈdem.ɪk/ 
2. Stapler /ˈsteɪ.plə r / 
3. ahead /əˈhed / 
4. suggest /səˈdʒest/ 
5. glance /ɡlɑːns/ 
6. war /wɔː r/ 
7. schedule /ˈʃed.juːl/ 
8. dose /dəʊs / 
9. Asian /ˈeɪ.ʒ ə n/ 
10. Wound /wuːnd/ 
11. Arch / ɑːtʃ / 
12. monsoon /mɒnˈsuːn/ 
13. bow /baʊ/ 
14. exist /ɪɡˈzɪst/ 
15. comfort /ˈkʌm.fət/ 
16. boil /bɔɪl/ 
 
17. capricious /kəˈprɪʃ.əs/ 
 
18. caprice /kəˈpriːs/ 
19. healthy /ˈhel.θi/ 
20. bourgeois /ˈbɔːʒ.wɑː/ 
21. next dwelling /ˈneks dwel.ɪŋ/ 
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22. Red building /ˈreb bɪl.dɪŋ/ 
23. fast bowling /fɑːs ˈbəʊ.lɪŋ/ 
24. housing /ˈhaʊ.zɪŋ / 
25. jersey /ˈdʒɜː.zi / 
26. avoid from the sun light /əˈvɔɪd frɑːm ðiː sʌn laɪt/ 
27. the big university /ðiː bɪɡ ̩ juː.nɪˈvɜː.sɪ.ti / 
28. visa application /viːzəʳ æplɪkeɪʃn/ 
29. that boat /ðæb boʊt/ 




Inventory of Problematic Words for Pakistani English Speakers 
 
These word are taken for Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary and they were 
selected on the bases of vowels and consonant that contains fifteen vowels /æ, e, ə, ɔː, ʊ,ɑː, a, 
ɒ, ʌ, i:, ɪ, aɪ, uː, ɪə and   ɜː/ and eleven consonants /j, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, g, dʒ, tʃ, k, θ and ð/. These 
segments  have  been  investigated   as   problematic   domain   through   the studies of 
Ghulamullah and  Hamzah  (2017),  Hashmi  (2012),  Sheikh  (2012), Malghani and Bano 
(2014) Rehman et al. (2012) and Khan and Qadir (2012) to Pakistani English speakers. 
pronunciation / prəˌnʌn.siˈeɪ. ʃ ə n / noun [ C or U ] 
 
stapler / ˈsteɪ.plə r / / -plɚ / noun [ C ] 
 




monarch / ˈmɒn.ək /   / ˈmɑː.nɚk / noun [ C ] 
 
decisive / dɪˈsaɪ.sɪv / adjective 
 
associate / əˈsəʊ.si.eɪt / / -ˈsoʊ- / verb [ T ] 
assumption / əˈsʌmp.ʃ ə n / noun [ C ] (BELIEF) 
lieutenant / lefˈten. ə nt / / luː- / noun [ C ] aback 
/ əˈbæk / adverb 
 
abacus / ˈæb.ə.kəs / noun [ C ] 
 
abandon / əˈbæn.dən / verb [ T ] (LEAVE) 
abbreviation / əˌbriː.viˈeɪ.ʃ ə n / noun [ C ] abdomen 
/ ˈæb.də.mən / noun [ C ] SPECIALIZED 
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abhor / əˈbɔː r /   / æbˈhɔːr / verb [ T not continuous ] ( -rr- ) FORMAL 
 
abnormal / æbˈnɔː.məl / / -ˈnɔːr- / adjective 
 
absence / ̍ æb.s ə ns / noun [ U or C ] (NOT BEING PRESENT) 
absurd / əbˈsɜːd / / -ˈsɝːd / adjective 
academic / ˌæk.əˈdem.ɪk / adjective (STUDYING) 
 
African / ˈæf.rɪ.kən / adjective 
 
agency / ̍ eɪ.dʒ ə n.si / noun (ORGANIZATION) ago 
/ əˈɡəʊ / / -ˈɡoʊ / adverb 
agree / əˈɡriː / verb (HAVE THE SAME 
OPINION) Ahead / əˈhed / adverb (IN FRONT) 
alien / ˈeɪ.li.ən / adjective 
allergy / ˈæl.ə.dʒi / / -ɚ- / noun [ C ] 
 
allopathy / əˈlɒp.ə.θi / / əˈlɑː.pə- / noun [ U ] 
 
bourgeois / ̍bɔːʒ.wɑː / / ̍bʊrʒ- / adjective DISAPPROVING floor / flɔː r / 
 
/ flɔːr / noun [ C usually singular ] (SURFACE) flower / ̍ flaʊ.ə r 
 
/ / ˈflaʊ.ɚ / noun [ C ] 
 
flour / flaʊə r / / flaʊɚ / noun [ U ] 
 
anxious / ˈæŋk.ʃəs / adjective (WORRIED) 
 
apex / ˈeɪ.peks / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL apexes , PLURAL apices / ˈeɪ.pɪ.siːz / ) 
 
apostrophe / əˈpɒs.trə.fi /  / -ˈpɑː.strə- / noun [ C] 
apposite / ̍ æp.ə.zɪt / / -zaɪt / adjective FORMAL 
apposition / ˌæp.əˈzɪʃ. ə n / noun [ U ] SPECIALIZED 
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appreciate / əˈpriː.ʃi.eɪt / verb (VALUE) 
appreciation / əˌpriː.ʃiˈeɪ.ʃ ə n / noun [ U ] (VALUE) 
apricot / ̍eɪ.prɪ.kɒt / / -kɑːt / noun [ C ] (FRUIT) 
April / ˈeɪ.prəl / noun [ C or U ] ( WRITTEN ABBREVIATION Apr. ) 
 
Arabic / ˈær.ə.bɪk / / ˈer- / noun [ U ] 
 
arch / ɑːtʃ / / ɑːrtʃ / noun [ C ] 
 
archaeologist ( MAINLY US archeologist ) / ˌɑː.kiˈɒl.ə.dʒɪst /   / ˌɑːr.kiˈɑː.lə- / noun 
 
aristocrat / ̍ ær.ɪ.stə.kræt / / ̍ er- / noun [ C ] 
arithmetic / əˈrɪθ.mə.tɪk /   / -tɪk / noun [ U ] 
arrogant / ̍ ær.ə.ɡ ə nt / / ̍ er- / adjective Asia 
/̍eɪ.ʒə / noun 
Asian / ˈeɪ.ʒ ə n / noun [ C ] 
 
aspiration / ˌæs.pɪˈreɪ.ʃ ə n /   / -pɚˈeɪ- / noun (HOPE) 
 
assignment / əˈsaɪn.mənt / noun 
 
assume / əˈsjuːm / / -ˈsuːm / verb [ T ] (ACCEPT) 
asthma / ˈæs.mə / / ˈæz- / noun [ U ] 
astronomy / əˈstrɒn.ə.mi / / -ˈstrɑː.nə- / noun [ U ] 
 
astronomical / ˌæs.trəˈnɒm.ɪ.k ə l /   / -ˈnɑː.mɪ- / adjective [ before noun ](SCIENTIFIC) 
atheist / ˈeɪ.θi.ɪst / noun [ C ] 
athlete / ˈæθ.liːt / noun [ C ] 
 
attaché / əˈtæʃ.eɪ / noun [ C ] 
 
attorney / əˈtɜː.ni / / -ˈtɝː- / noun [ C ] 
 
audacity / ɔːˈdæs.ə.ti /   / ɑː̍dæs.ə.ti / noun [ U ] 
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auditory / ˈɔ ː.dɪ.t ə r.i /   / ˈɑː.də.tɔːr.i / adjective SPECIALIZED 
 
august / ɔːˈɡʌst / / ɑː- / adjective FORMAL 
 
auspicious / ɔːˈspɪʃ.əs / / ɑː- / adjective FORMAL autobiography / 
ˌɔː.tə.baɪˈɒɡ.rə.fi /   / ˌɑː.tə.baɪˈɑː.ɡrə- / nouautocracy / ɔːˈtɒk.rə.si /   / ɑː̍tɑː.krə- / noun 
autocrat / ˈɔː.tə.kræt /   / ˈɑː.tə- / noun [ C ] 
 
automobile / ˈɔː.tə.mə.biːl /   / ˈɑː.tə.moʊ- / noun [ C ] US 
 
avenge / əˈvendʒ / verb [ T ] FORMAL 
 
avoid / əˈvɔɪd / verb [ T ] 
 
award / əˈwɔːd /   / -ˈwɔ ːrd / verb [ T ] 
 
awe / ɔː / / ɑː / noun [ U ] 
 
bachelor / ˈbætʃ. ə l.ə r / / -ɚ / noun [ C ] 
 
bargain / ˈbɑː.ɡɪn / / ˈbɑːr- / noun [ C ] (LOW PRICE) 
barley / ˈbɑː.li / / ˈbɑːr- / noun [ U ] 
barrage / ˈbær.ɑːʒ /   / bəˈrɑːʒ / noun (ATTACK) 
behind / bɪˈhaɪnd / preposition , adverb 
beneficent / bɪˈnef.ɪ.s ə nt / adjective FORMAL 
benevolent / bɪˈnev. ə l. ə nt / adjective 




beverage / ˈbev. ə r.ɪdʒ / / -ɚ- / noun [ C ] FORMAL 
 
bias / ˈbaɪ.əs / noun (PREFERENCE) 
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bicycle / ˈbaɪ.sɪ.kl / noun [ C ] 
 
bigamy / ˈbɪɡ.ə.mi / noun [ U ] 
 
binoculars / bɪˈnɒk.jʊ.ləz / / -ˈnɑː.kjʊ.lɚz / noun [ plural ] 
 
biography / baɪˈɒɡ.rə.fi / / -ˈɑː.ɡrə- / noun [ C or U ] 
 
biscuit / ˈbɪs.kɪt / noun [ C ] UK ( US cookie ) (FLAT CAKE) 
blasphemy / ˈblæs.fə.mi / noun [ C or U ] 
boil / bɔɪl / verb (HEAT LIQUID) 
border / bɔː.də r / / ̍ bɔːr.dɚ / noun [ C ] 
(DIVISION) born / bɔːn / / bɔːrn / verb 
bother / ˈbɒð.ə r /   / ˈbɑː.ðɚ / verb (MAKE AN EFFORT) 
bottle / ˈbɒt.l /   / ˈbɑː.tl / noun (CONTAINER) 
bough / baʊ / noun [ C ] LITERARY 
 
bow / baʊ / verb [ I or T ] 
 
bowling / ̍ bəʊ.lɪŋ / / ̍ boʊ- / noun [ U ] (CRICKET) brand 
/ brænd / noun [ C ] (PRODUCT) breakfast / 
ˈbrek.fəst / noun [ C or U ] 
breathe / briːð / verb [ I or T ] 
(AIR) brew / bruː / verb (DRINK) 
brow / braʊ / noun [ C usually singular ] LITERARY (FACE) 
brush / brʌʃ / noun (TOOL) 
buffer / ˈbʌf.ə r /  / -ɚ / noun (PROTECTION) 
buggy / ˈbʌɡ.i / noun [ C ] UK (BABY CHAIR) 
bugle / ˈbjuː.ɡl / noun [ C ] 
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bunch / bʌntʃ / noun (GROUP) 
 




bureaucracy / bjʊəˈrɒk.rə.si / / bjʊˈrɑː.krə- / noun [ U or C ] MAINLY DISAPPROVING 
 
buzz / bʌz / verb (MAKE SOUND) 
bypass / ̍baɪ.pɑːs / / -pæs / verb [ T ] 
calibre UK ( US caliber ) / ˈkæl.ɪ.bə r /   / -bɚ / noun [ U ] (QUALITY) 
 
cable / ˈkeɪ.bl / noun [ C or U ] (WIRE) 
calcium / ˈkæl.si. ə m / noun [ U ] 
hydroxide / haɪˈdrɒk.saɪd / / -ˈdrɑːk- / noun [ C ] SPECIALIZED 
 
candidate / ̍ kæn.dɪ.dət / / -deɪt / noun [ C ] 
 
capacitor / kəˈpæs.ɪ.tə r / / -tɚ / noun [ C ] SPECIALIZED 
capacity / kəˈpæs.ə.ti / / -ti / noun [ C or S or U ] 
(AMOUNT) caprice / kəˈpriːs / noun [ C or U ] LITERARY 
capricious / kəˈprɪʃ.əs / adjective LITERARY 
caravan / ̍ kær.ə.væn / / ̍ker- / noun [ C ] (VEHICLE) 
career / kəˈrɪə r / / -ˈrɪr / noun [ C ] 
caress / kəˈres / verb [ I or T ] 
 
caricature / ˈkær.ɪ.kə.tʃʊə r / / ˈker.ɪ.kə.tʃʊr / noun [ C or U ] 
 
causality / kɔː ˈzæl.ɪ.ti /   / kɑː̍zæl.ə.ti / noun [ U ] FORMAL 
 
cavernous / ˈkæv. ə n.əs / / -ɚn- / adjective 
 
cease / siːs / verb [ I or T ] FORMAL 
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censure / ˈsen.ʃə r /   / -ʃɚ / noun [ U ] FORMAL 
 
ceremony / ̍ ser.ɪ.mə.ni / noun [ C or U ] ( FORMAL ceremonial ) (FORMAL ACTS) 
certificate / səˈtɪf.ɪ.kət / / sɚ- / noun [ C ] 
 
chaos / ˈkeɪ.ɒs / / -ɑːs / noun [ U ] 
 
chariot / ˈtʃær.i.ət / / ˈtʃer- / noun [ C ] 
 
chase / tʃeɪs / verb (FOLLOW) 
housing / ˈhaʊ.zɪŋ / noun [ U ] 
chivalry / ˈʃɪv. ə l.ri / noun [ U ] 
 
chocolate / ˈtʃɒk.lət / / ˈtʃɑːk- / noun 
 
cholera / ˈkɒl. ə r.ə / / ˈkɑː.lɚ- / noun [ U ] choleric 
/ kɒlˈer.ɪk / / kəˈler- / adjective FORMALcinema 
/̍sɪn.ə.mə / noun 
 
cipher / ̍ saɪ.fə r / / -fɚ / noun [ C ] US (NUMBER) 
collide / kəˈlaɪd / verb [ I] 
colloquial / kəˈləʊ.kwi. ə l / / -ˈloʊ- / adjective SPECIALIZED 
 
colony / ̍kɒl.ə.ni /  / ̍kɑː.lə- / noun [ C ] (GROUP)comb 
 
/ kəʊm / / koʊm / noun [ C ] (FOR HAIR) comfort 
 
/ ˈkʌm.fət / / -fɚt / noun (NO PAIN) 
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commit / kəˈmɪt / verb [ T ] ( -tt- ) (CRIME) 
 
comfortable / ˈkʌm.fə.tə.bl /   / -fɚ.tə- / adjective (CLOTHES/FURNITURE) 
compass / ˈkʌm.pəs / noun [ C ] (DIRECTION DEVICE) 
compassion / kəmˈpæʃ. ə n / noun [ U ] APPROVING 
compatible / kəmˈpæt.ɪ.bl /   / -ˈpæt- / adjective 
adhere / ədˈhɪə r / / -ˈhɪr / verb [ I ] FORMAL 
component / kəmˈpəʊ.nənt / / -ˈpoʊ- / noun [ C ] 
compromise / ˈkɒm.prə.maɪz / / ˈkɑːm- / noun [ C or U ] 
 
conceit / kənˈsiːt / noun [ U ] (PRIDE) 
conclusion / kənˈkluː.ʒ ə n / noun (LAST PART) 
conjure / ̍ kʌn.dʒə r / / -dʒɚ / verb [ I or T ] 
conservative / kənˈsɜː.və.tɪv /   / -ˈsɝː.və.tɪv / adjective (AGAINST CHANGE) 
considerate / kənˈsɪd. ə r.ət / / -ɚ- / adjective 
conspiracy / kənˈspɪr.ə.si / noun [ C or U ] 
 
constable / ˈkʌn.stə.bl /   / ˈkɑːn- / noun [ C ] 
 
consume / kənˈsjuːm / / -ˈsuːm / verb [ T ] (USE RESOURCE) 
 
contradict / ˌkɒn.trəˈdɪkt / / ˌkɑːn- / verb [ I or T ] 
 
controversy / ˈkɒn.trə.vɜː.si / / kənˈtrɒv.ə- / / ˈkɑːn.trə.vɝː- / noun [ C or U ] 
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conveyance / kənˈveɪ. ə ns / noun (TRANSPORTATION) 
convoy / ˈkɒn.vɔɪ/   / ˈkɑːn- / noun 
cooperative ( UK ALSO co-operative ) / kəʊˈɒp. ə r.ə.tɪv /   / koʊˈɑː.pɚ.ə.tɪv / adjective 
 




Coordinate (noun) / kəʊˈɔː.dɪ.nət / / koʊˈɔːr- / noun [ C usually plural ] (POSITION) cordial / 
ˈkɔː.di.əl / / ˈkɔːr.dʒəl / adjective FORMAL (FRIENDLY) 
 
couch / kaʊtʃ / noun [ C ] (SEAT) 
 
counterfeit / ˈkaʊn.tə.fɪt / / -tɚ- / adjective 
 
courageous / kəˈreɪ.dʒəs / adjective 
 
crew / kruː / noun 
 
crisis / ˈkraɪ.sɪs / noun ( PLURAL crises / -siːz / ) 
 
critique / krɪˈtiːk / noun [ C ] 
 
crocodile / ˈkrɒk.ə.daɪl / / ˈkrɑː.kə- / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL crocodiles or crocodile ) ( 
 
INFORMAL croc , / krɒk / / krɑːk / ) (ANIMAL) cry 
/ kraɪ / verb [ I or T ] (SHOUT) 
cucumber / ˈkjuː.kʌm.bə r / / -bɚ / noun [ C or U ] 
 
cumulative / ˈkjuː.mjʊ.lə.tɪv /   / -tɪv / adjective 
 
cure / kjʊə r / / kjʊr / verb [ T ] (MAKE WELL) 
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curiosity / ˌkjʊə.riˈɒs.ɪ.ti /   / ˌkjʊr.iˈɑː.sə.ti / noun [ U ] (INTEREST) custody 
 
/ ˈkʌs.tə.di / noun [ U ] (CARE) 
 
customary / ˈkʌs.tə.m ə r.i / / -mer- / adjective 
(USUAL) deal / dɪəl / noun [ C ] (AGREEMENT) 
decease / dɪˈsiːs / noun [ U ] FORMAL 
 
deceased / dɪˈsiːst / adjective FORMAL 
 
decisive / dɪˈsaɪ.sɪv / adjective 
 
declaration / ˌdek.ləˈreɪ.ʃ ə n / noun [ C ] (ANNOUNCEMENT) 
declare / dɪˈkleə r / / -ˈkler / verb (EXPRESS) 
defer / dɪˈfɜː r / / -ˈfɝː / verb [ T ] ( -rr- ) 
 
defiant / dɪˈfaɪ.ənt / adjective 
 
deficiency / dɪˈfɪʃ. ə n.si / noun [ C or U ] deity 
 
/ ˈdeɪ.ɪ.ti /   / ˈdiː.ə.ti / noun [ C ] deliberate / 
dɪˈlɪb. ə r.ət /  / -ɚ- / adjective 
democracy / dɪˈmɒk.rə.si / / -ˈmɑː.krə- / noun 
 
demon / ˈdiː.mən / noun 
 
denial / dɪˈnaɪ.əl / noun (NOT TRUE) 
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departmental / ˌdiː.pɑːtˈmen.t ə l /   / -pɑːrtˈmen.t ə l / adjective 
deputation / ̩ dep.jʊˈteɪ.ʃ ə n / noun [ C , + sing/pl verb ] deputy / 
ˈdep.jʊ.ti / / -ti / noun [ C ] 
epitome / ɪˈpɪt.ə.mi /   / -ˈpɪt- / noun 
 
derivation / ˌder.ɪˈveɪ.ʃ ə n / noun [ C or U ] 
designate / ˈdez.ɪɡ.neɪt / verb [ T ] 
despair / dɪˈspeə r / / -ˈsper / noun [ U ] 
desperate / ˈdes.p ə r.ət / / -pɚ- / adjective (SERIOUS) 
detergent/dɪˈtɜː.dʒə nt/ /-ˈtɝː-/noun[ CorU] develop / 
dɪˈvel.əp / verb [ I or T ] (GROW) 
deviate / ˈdiː.vi.eɪt / verb [ I ] (BEHAVIOUR) 
 
diabetes / ˌdaɪəˈbiː.tiːz / / -təs / noun [ U ] 
 
diagnosis / ˌdaɪ.əɡˈnəʊ.sɪs / / -ˈnoʊ- / noun [ C or U ] ( PLURAL diagnoses ) 
 
dilemma / daɪˈlem.ə / / dɪ- / noun [ C ] 
 
disciple / dɪ̍saɪ.pl / noun 
 
discriminate / dɪˈskrɪm.ɪ.neɪt / verb [ I ] (TREAT DIFFERENTLY) district 
 
/ ˈdɪs.trɪkt / noun [ C] 
 
divorce / dɪˈvɔ ːs /   / -ˈvɔːrs / noun [ C or U ] (PEOPLE) 
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doctrine / ˈdɒk.trɪn /   / ˈdɑːk- / noun [ C or U ] 
 
dogged / ˈdɒɡ.ɪd / / ˈdɑː.ɡɪd / adjective 
 
dominate / ˈdɒm.ɪ.neɪt / / ˈdɑː.mə- / verb (HAVE CORNT)Ldose / dəʊs / / doʊs / 
 
noun [ C ] 
 
dosage / ̍ dəʊ.sɪdʒ / / ̍ doʊ- / noun [ C usuallysingular ] FORMAL draught UK ( 
US draft ) / drɑːft / / dræft / noun [ C ] (COLD AIR) drought / draʊt / 
noun [ C or U ] 
dry / draɪ/ adjective ( drier , driest ) (NOT WET) 
dubious / ˈdjuː.bi.əs / / ˈduː- / adjective 
dungeon / ˈdʌn.dʒ ə n / noun [ C ] 
 
dwarf / dwɔːf / / dwɔːrf / verb [ T ] 
 




earl / ɜːl /   / ɝːl / noun [ C ] 
 
ecclesiastic / ɪ̩ kliː.zi.ˈæs.tɪk / noun [ C ] FORMAL OR OLD-FASHIONED a Christian priestor 
official 
 
echo / ˈek.əʊ / / -oʊ / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL echoes ) (SOUND) 
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envelop / ɪnˈvel.əp / verb [ T ] LITERARY 
 
envelope / ˈen.və.ləʊp / / ˈɑːn.və.loʊp / noun [ C ] 
 
ecological / ˌiː.kəˈlɒdʒ.ɪ.k ə l /   / -ˈlɑː.dʒɪ- / adjectiveecstasy / 
ˈek.stə.si / noun [ C or U ] (EMOTION) editor / 
ˈed.ɪ.tə r / / -tɚ / noun [ C ] 
efficiency / ɪˈfɪʃ. ə n.si / noun [ U ] 
efficient / ɪˈfɪʃ. ə nt / adjective election 
/ ɪˈlek.ʃ ə n / noun [ C or U ] electric / 
ɪˈlek.trɪk / adjective (POWER) 
eleven / ɪ̍ lev. ə n / number 
 
eligible / ˈel.ɪ.dʒə.bl / adjective 
 
eliminate / ɪˈlɪm.ɪ.neɪt / verb 
 
embroider / ɪmˈbrɔɪ.də r /   / -dɚ / verb [ I or T ] (DECORATE OCLHT)emend / 
ɪˈmend / verb [ T ] 
emergency / ɪˈmɜː.dʒ ə n.si / / -ˈmɝː- / noun [ C or U ] 
 
emigrant / ˈem.ɪ.ɡrənt / noun [ C ] 
 
emphasis / ˈem.fə.sɪs / noun [ C or U ] ( PLURAL emphases ) 
 
empirical / ɪmˈpɪr.ɪ.k ə l / adjective 
 




enable / ɪ̍neɪ.bl / verb [ T ] 
 
enchant / ɪnˈtʃɑːnt / / -ˈtʃænt / verb [ T ] (PLEASE)encircle / 
ɪnˈsɜː.kl /   / -ˈsɝː- / verb [ T ] 
 
enclose / ɪnˈkləʊz /   / -ˈkloʊz / verb [ T ] (SURROUND) 
 
encode / ɪnˈkəʊd /   / -ˈkoʊd / verb 
 
encompass  /  ɪnˈkʌm.pəs  /  verb  [  T  ]  FORMAL 
 
encourage  /  ɪnˈkʌr.ɪdʒ / /  -ˈkɝː-  /  verb  [  T 
 
] endanger / ɪnˈdeɪn.dʒə r /   / -dʒɚ / verb [ T ] 
 
endeavour UK ( US endeavor ) / enˈdev.ə r / / -ɚ / verb [ I + to infinitive ] 
 
endowment / ɪnˈdaʊ.mənt / noun 
 
endure / ɪnˈdjʊə r /   / -ˈdʊr / verb [ T ] 
 
(EXPERIENCE) enema / ˈen.ə.mə / noun [ C ] 
 
enemy / ̍ en.ə.mi / noun 
 
enfold / ɪnˈfəʊld /  / -ˈfoʊld / verb [ T ] LITERARY 
engineer / ˌen.dʒɪ̍ nɪə r /   / -ˈnɪr / noun [ C ] enlist / 
ɪnˈlɪst / verb [ I ] (JOIN) 
 
enough / ɪˈnʌf / determiner , pronoun , adverb 
 
enter / ˈen.tə r /   / -tɚ / verb [ I or T ] (PLACE) 
 
enterprise / ˈen.tə.praɪz / / -tɚ- / noun [ C or U ] (BUSINESS) 
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entertain / en.təˈteɪn / / -tɚ- / verb [ I or T ] (AMUSE) 
enthrone / ɪnˈθrəʊn /   / -ˈθroʊn / verb 
enthusiasm / ɪnˈθjuː.zi.æz. ə m /   / -ˈθuː- / noun 
 
entrance / ˈen.trəns / noun 
 
envisage / ɪnˈvɪz.ɪdʒ / verb [ T ] FORMAL ( US ALSO envision ) 
 
epic / ˈep.ɪk / noun [ C ] 
 
erotic / ɪ̍ rɒt.ɪk /   / -ˈrɑː.tɪk / adjective 
 
erotically / ɪˈrɒt.ɪ.k ə l.i /   / ɪ̍rɑː.tɪ.k ə l.i / adverb 
escape / ɪ̍ skeɪp / verb [ I or T ] (GET FREE) 
essence / ˈes. ə ns / noun (IMPORTANCE) 
essential / ɪ̍ sen.ʃ ə l / adjective 
 
establish / ɪˈstæb.lɪʃ / verb (START) 
eternal / ɪ̍ tɜː.nəl /   / -ˈtɝː- / adjective 
 
etymology / ˌet.ɪˈmɒl.ə.dʒi /   / ˌet.ɪ̍mɑː.lə- / noun [ C or U ] 
 
even / ˈiː.v ə n / adverb (SURPRISE) 
 
exact / ɪɡˈzækt / adjective 
 
exaggerate / ɪɡˈzædʒ.ə.reɪt /   / -ɚ.eɪt / verb [ I or T ] 
 
exam / ɪɡˈzæm / noun [ C ] ( FORMAL examination ) 
 
example / ɪɡˈzɑːm.pl /   / -ˈzæm- / noun [ C ] (TYPICAL CASE) 
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exasperate / ɪɡˈzɑː.spə.reɪt /   / -ˈzæs.pɚ.eɪt / verb [ T ] 
 
exceed / ɪkˈsiːd / verb [ T ] 
 
except / ɪkˈsept / preposition , conjunction 
 
indict / ɪnˈdaɪt / verb [ T ] LEGAL 
 
excess / ɪkˈses / / ˈek.ses / noun (TOO MUCH) 
exchange / ɪksˈtʃeɪndʒ / noun (GIVING AND GETTING) 
excitement / ɪkˈsaɪt.mənt / noun [ C or U ] 
exclude / ɪkˈskluːd / verb [ T ] 
 
excuse / ɪkˈskjuːz / verb [ T ] 
 
executive / ɪɡˈzek.jʊ.tɪv /   / -jə.tɪv / noun [ C ] 
 
exempt / ɪɡˈzempt / verb [ T ] 
 
exhaust / ɪɡˈzɔːst/ / -ˈzɑːst / verb [ T ] (TIRE)exhibit / 
ɪɡˈzɪb.ɪt / verb [ I or T ] 
exhibition / ˌek.sɪˈbɪʃ. ə n / noun [ C or U ] 
 
exhilaration / ɪɡˌzɪl.əˈreɪ.ʃ ə n / noun [ U ] 
 
exile / ̍ ek.saɪl / / ̍ eɡ.zaɪl / noun exist / 
ɪɡˈzɪst / verb [ I ] (BE) exotic / ɪɡˈzɒt.ɪk /   
/ -ˈzɑː.tɪk / adjective 
exotically / -ˈzɒt.ɪ.k ə l.i /   / -ˈzɑː.tɪ.k ə l.i / adverb exoticism 
 
/ -ˈzɒt.ɪ.sɪ.z ə m /   / -ˈzɑː.tɪ.sɪ.z ə m / noun [ U] expand / 
ɪkˈspænd / verb [ I or T ] 
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expanse / ɪkˈspæns / noun [ C ] 
 
expect / ɪkˈspekt / verb (THINK) 
expectation / ˌek.spekˈteɪ.ʃ ə n / nou 
expel / ɪkˈspel / verb [ T ] ( -ll- ) (PERSON) 
expend / ɪkˈspend / verb [ T ] FORMAL experience 
/ ɪkˈspɪə.ri. ə ns /   / -ˈspɪr.i- / nounexpire 
/ ɪkˈspaɪə r /   / -ˈspaɪr / verb [ I ] (END) explain / 
ɪkˈspleɪn / verb [ I or T ] 
explanation / ˌek.spləˈneɪ.ʃ ə n / noun [ C or U ] 
 
explanatory / ɪkˈsplæn.ə.t ə r.i /   / -tɔːr.i / adjective 
 
explicit / ɪkˈsplɪs.ɪt / adjective 
 
explicitness / -nəs / noun [ U ] 
 
explode / ɪkˈspləʊd /   / -ˈsploʊd / verb [ I or T ] (BREAK APART) 
 
exploit / ɪkˈsplɔɪt / verb [ T ] (USE WELL) 
explore / ɪkˈsplɔː r /   / -ˈsplɔːr / verb [ I or T] 
 
export / ɪkˈspɔːt /   / ˈek.spɔːrt / verb 
 
expose / ɪkˈspəʊz /   / -ˈspoʊz / verb [ T ] (UNCOVER) 
 
exposition / ˌek.spəˈzɪʃ. ə n / noun [ C or U ] FORMAL (EXPLANATION) 
exposure / ɪkˈspəʊ.ʒə r /   / -ˈspoʊ.ʒɚ / noun [ C or U ] (EXPERIENCE) 
express / ɪkˈspres / verb [ T ] (SHOW) 
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extend / ɪkˈstend / verb (INCREASE) 
extent / ɪkˈstent / noun [ S or U ] 
external / ɪkˈstɜː.n ə l / / -ˈstɝː- / adjective 
 
extinct / ɪkˈstɪŋkt / adjective 
 
extract / ɪkˈstrækt / verb [ T ] 
 
extract / ˈek.strækt / noun [ C or U ] (PLANT) extraordinary 
 
/ ɪkˈstrɔː.dɪn. ə r.i /   / -ˈstrɔːr.d ə n.er- / adjective 
 
extravagant  /  ɪkˈstræv.ə.ɡ ə  nt  /  adjective 
extreme / ɪkˈstriːm / adjective (GREAT) 
exult / ɪɡˈzʌlt / verb [ I ] FORMAL 
façade ( ALSO facade ) / fəˈsɑːd / noun [ C ] (BUILDING) 
 
facilitate / fəˈsɪl.ɪ.teɪt / verb [ T ] FORMAL 
 
factitious / fækˈtɪʃ.əs / adjective FORMAL 
faculty / ̍ fæk. ə l.ti / / -ti / noun (ABILITY) 
fallacy / ˈfæl.ə.si / noun [ C ] FORMAL 
fashionable / ̍ fæʃ. ə n.ə.bl / adjective 
fasten / ˈfɑː.s ə n / / ˈfæs. ə n / verb 
 
 
feminine / ̍ fem.ɪ.nɪn / adjective (FEMALE) 
fiend / fiːnd / noun [ C ] 
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fierce / fɪəs / / fɪrs / adjective 
 
filthy / ˈfɪl.θi / adjective (DIRTY) 
 
finite / ˈfaɪ.naɪt / adjective (LIMITED) 
flour / flaʊə r / / flaʊɚ / noun [ U ] 
flower / ̍ flaʊ.ər / / ̍ flaʊ.ɚ / noun [ C] 
 
foliage / ˈfəʊ.li.ɪdʒ / / ˈfoʊ- / noun [ U ] 
 
forbear / fɔː ˈbeə r /   / fɔːrˈber / verb [ I ] ( forbore , forborne ) FORMAL 
 




forfeit / ˈfɔː.fɪt / / ˈfɔːr- / verb [ T ] 
 
forgave / fəˈɡeɪv / / fɚ- / 
 
forget / fəˈɡet / / fɚ- / verb ( PRESENT PARTICIPLE forgetting , PAST TENSE forgot , PAST 
PARTICIPLE forgotten ) (NOT REMEMBER) 
 
forgive / fəˈɡɪv / / fɚ- / verb [ I or T , not continuous ] ( forgave , forgiven ) 
 
format / ˈfɔː.mæt /   / ˈfɔːr- / noun [ C or U ] 
 
formative / ˈfɔː.mə.tɪv /   / ˈfɔːr.mə.tɪv / adjective FORMAL 
 
former / ˈfɔː.mə r /   / ˈfɔ ːr.mɚ / adjective [ before noun ] 
 
formula / ˈfɔː.mjʊ.lə / / ˈfɔːr- / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL formulas or formulae ) 
 
forsake / fɔːˈseɪk / / fɔːr- / verb [ T ] ( forsook , forsaken ) LITERARY (LEAVE) 
 
fortunate / ˈfɔː.tʃ ə n.ət / / ˈfɔːr- / adjective APPROVING 
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fortune / ˈfɔː.tʃuːn / / ˈfɔːr- / noun [ C ] (WEALTH) 
 
forward / ̍fɔː.wəd /  / ̍fɔːr.wɚd / adverb ( ALSO forwards ) (PROGRESS)fossil / ˈfɒs. 
ə l /  / ̍ fɑː.s ə l / noun [ C ] (IN ROCK) 
fragile / ˈfrædʒ.aɪl / / ˈfrædʒ. ə l / adjective 
 
fricative / ˈfrɪk.ə.tɪv /   / -tɪv / noun [ C ] PHONETICS 
 
frugal / ˈfruː.ɡ ə l / adjective 
 
fry / fraɪ / verb [ I or T ] 
 
garage / ˈɡær.ɑːʒ / / -ɪdʒ / / ɡəˈrɑːʒ / noun (CARS) 
 
garrison / ˈɡær.ɪ.s ə n / / ˈɡer- / noun [ C , + sing/pl verb ] 
 
geese / ɡiːs / PLURAL OF goose noun (BIRD) 
 
goose / ɡuːs / noun [ C or U ] ( PLURAL geese ) (BIRD) 
generic / dʒəˈner.ɪk / adjective 
 
generosity / ˌdʒen.əˈrɒs.ɪ.ti /   / -ˈrɑː.sə.ti / noun [ U] genre 
/ ˈʒɑː.rə / / ˈʒɒn- / noun [ C ] FORMAL geography 
/dʒiˈɒɡ.rə.fi / / dʒiˈɑː.ɡrə- / noun [ U ] 
giant / ˈdʒaɪ. ə nt / noun [ C ] (VERY TALL PERSON) 
gigantic / ˌdʒaɪˈɡæn.tɪk /   / -tɪk / adjective 
glance / ɡlɑːns / / ɡlæns / verb [ I usually + adv/prep ] (LOOK) 
gnome / nəʊm / / noʊm / noun [ C ] 
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gigantic / ˌdʒaɪˈɡæn.tɪk /   / -tɪk / adjective 
 
goggle / ˈɡɒɡ.l /   / ˈɡɑː.ɡl / verb [ I ] INFORMAL 
 
gogga / ˈxɒ.xə /   / ˈxɑː- / noun [ C ] SOUTH AFRICAN ENGLISH 
 
golf / ɡɒlf / / ɡɑːlf / noun [ U ] 
 
gorilla / ɡəˈrɪl.ə / noun [ C ] 
 
govern / ˈɡʌv. ə n / / -ɚn / verb [ I or T ] (RULE) 
 
government / ˈɡʌv. ə n.mənt / / - ə m- / / -ɚn- / noun [ C , + sing/pl verb ] ( WRITTEN 
 
granite / ˈɡræn.ɪt / noun [ U ] 
 
guy / ɡaɪ / noun (MAN) 
 
handkerchief / ˈhæŋ.kə.tʃiːf / / -kɚ- / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL handkerchiefs or UK ALSO 
 
handkerchieves ) ( INFORMAL hanky ) 
 
hazardous / ˈhæz.ə.dəs / / -ɚ- / adjective 
 
heal / hiːl / verb [ I or T ] 
 
healthy / ̍ hel.θi / adjective (HEALTH) 
wealthy / ˈwel.θi / adjective 
heaven / ˈhev. ə n / noun 
 
Hebrew / ˈhiː.bruː / noun 
 
heel / hiːl / noun [ C ] (BODY PART) 
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hegemony / hɪˈɡem.ə.ni / / -ˈdʒem- / / -ˈdʒem- / / ˈhedʒ.ə.moʊ- / noun [ U ] FORMAL 
 
heir / eə r / / er / noun 
 
hereditary / həˈred.ɪ.t ə r.i / adjective hierarchy / 
ˈhaɪə.rɑː.ki / / ̍ haɪr.ɑːr- / noun [ C ] high / haɪ / 
adjective (DISTANCE) 
homogenous / ˌhɒm.əˈdʒiː.ni.əs / / ˌhəʊ.mə- / / ˌhoʊ.moʊˈdʒiː- / adjective 
 
horizon / həˈraɪ.z ə n / noun [ S ] 
 
horizontal / ˌhɒr.ɪˈzɒn.t ə l /   / ˌhɔːr.ɪˈzɑːn.t ə l / adjective 
 
horrible / ˈhɒr.ɪ.bl /   / ˈhɔːr- / adjective 
horror / ˈhɒr.ə r / / ˈhɔːr.ɚ / noun horse / 
hɔːs / / hɔːrs / noun (ANIMAL) 
hosiery / ˈhəʊz.jə.ri / / ˈhoʊʒ.ɚ.i / noun [ U ] ( ALSO hose ) FORMAL 
hotel / həʊˈtel / / hoʊ- / noun [ C ] (PLACE TO STAY) hypocrisy 
/hɪˈpɒk.rɪ.si / / -ˈpɑː.krə- / noun [ U ] DISAPPROVING 
 
hypocrite / ˈhɪp.ə.krɪt / noun [ C ] DISAPPROVING 
 
hypocritical / ˌhɪp.əˈkrɪt.ɪ.k ə l /   / -əˈkrɪt- / adjective DISAPPROVING 
 
ideological / ˌaɪ.di.əˈlɒdʒ.ɪ.k ə l / / -ˈlɑː.dʒɪ- / adjective 
 
ideology / ˌaɪ.diˈɒl.ə.dʒi / / -ˈɑː.lə- / noun [ C or U ] 
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illegality / ɪ̩l.iːˈɡæl.ɪ.ti /   / -ə.ti / noun [ C or U ] 
 
illegible / ɪ̍ledʒ.ə.bl / adjective 
 
illegitimate / ɪ̩l.ɪˈdʒɪt.ə.mət /   / -ˈdʒɪt- / adjective 
 
illiterate / ɪˈlɪt. ə r.ət /   / -ˈlɪt.ɚ- / adjective 
immediate / ɪ̍ miː.di.ət / adjective impugn / 
ɪmˈpjuːn / verb [ T ] FORMAL 
inappropriate / ̩ɪn.əˈprəʊ.pri.ət / /-ˈproʊ- / adjective 
inaugurate / ɪ̍ nɔː .ɡjʊ.reɪt /   / -ˈnɑː- / verb [ T ] incestuous / 
ɪnˈses.tju.əs / adjective 
inclination / ˌɪn.klɪˈneɪ.ʃ ə n / noun [ C or U ] (FEELING) 
 
incline / ɪnˈklaɪn / verb [ I or T , usually + adv/prep ] FORMAL (FEEL) 
increase / ɪnˈkriːs / verb [ I or T ] 
indict / ɪnˈdaɪt / verb [ T ] LEGAL 
 
indigenous / ɪnˈdɪdʒ.ɪ.nəs / adjective 
 
infant / ˈɪn.fənt / noun [ C ] (YOUNG CHILD) 
 
information / ˌɪn.fəˈmeɪ.ʃ ə n / / -fɚ- / noun [ U ] ( INFORMAL info ) 
 
ingredient / ɪnˈɡriː.di.ənt / noun [ C ] 
 
inorganic / ˌɪn.ɔːˈɡæn.ɪk / / -ɔːr- / adjective SPECIALIZED 
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installation / ˌɪn.stəˈleɪ.ʃ ə n / noun [ C ] (PLACE) 
 
instrument / ˈɪn.strə.mənt / noun [ C ] ( ALSO musical instrument ) 
 
(MUSIC) insulin / ˈɪn.sjʊ.lɪn / / -sə- / noun [ U ] 
 
interfere / ˌɪn.təˈfɪə r /   / -tɚˈfɪr / verb [ I ] 
 
interim / ˈɪn.t ə r.ɪm / / -tɚ- / adjective [ before noun ] 
 
interpretation / ɪnˌtɜː.prɪˈteɪ.ʃ ə n /   / -ˌtɝː.prɪ̍teɪ- / noun [ C or U ] (WAY 
OFPERFORMING) 
interrogative / ˌɪn.təˈrɒɡ.ə.tɪv /   / -təˈrɑː.ɡə.tɪv / noun SPECIALIZED 
 
intestine / ɪnˈtes.tɪn / noun [ C usually plural ] 
 
intimate / ˈɪn.tɪ.mət / / -tə- / adjective 
 
(PERSONAL)intricate / ̍ɪn.trɪ.kət / adjective 
 
intrinsic / ɪnˈtrɪn.zɪk / adjective 
 
invitation / ˌɪn.vɪˈteɪ.ʃ ə n / noun (ASK TO AN VEN)Tinvite / ɪnˈvaɪt 
/ verb [ T ] (ASK TO AN EVENT) 
 
invoice / ˈɪn.vɔɪs / noun [ C ] 
 
inward / ˈɪn.wəd / / -wɚd / adjective (INSIDE) 
isle / aɪl / noun [ C ] LITERARY 
January / ˈdʒæn.jʊ.ri / / -juː.er.i / noun [ C or U ] ( WRITTEN ABBREVIATION Jan. ) 
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jasmine / ˈdʒæz.mɪn / noun [ C or U ] 
 
jeopardy / ˈdʒep.ə.di / / -ɚ- / noun 
 
jersey / ̍ dʒɜː.zi / / ̍ dʒɝː- / noun (CLOTHING) jewellery UK ( US 
jewelry ) / ˈdʒuː. ə l.ri / noun [ U ]join / dʒɔɪn /verb 
(CONNECT) 
judo / ˈdʒuː.dəʊ / / -doʊ / noun [ U ] 
 
July / dʒʊˈlaɪ / noun [ C or U ] ( WRITTEN ABBREVIATION Jul. ) 
 
keep / kiːp / verb ( kept , kept ) (CONTINUE TO HAVE) 
 
key / kiː / noun [ C ] (LOCK) 
 
kinetic / kɪˈnet.ɪk /   / -ˈnet- / adjective [ before noun ] SPECIALIZED 
 
laboratory / ləˈbɒr.ə.t ə r.i / / ˈlæb.rə.tɔːr.i / noun [ C ] ( INFORMAL lab ) 
 
lament / ləˈment / verb [ I or T ] 
 
laureate / ˈlɒr.i.ət / / ˈlɑːr- / noun [ C ] 
 
layman / ̍ leɪ.mən / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL -men / -mən / ) ( ALSO layperson ) (CHURCH) 
lease / liːs / verb [ T ] 
 
legacy / ˈleɡ.ə.si / noun [ C ] 
 
liaison / liˈeɪ.zɒn /  / -zɑːn / noun (LINK BETWEEN)liberty 
 
/ ˈlɪb.ə.ti /   / -ɚ.ti / noun (FREEDOM) 
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lieutenant / lefˈten. ə nt / / luː- / noun [ C ] 
 
lineage / ˈlɪn.i.ɪdʒ / noun [ C or U ] FORMAL 
 
locative / ˈlɒk.ə.tɪv /   / ˈlɑː.kə.tɪv / noun [ C or U ] SPECIALIZED 
 
loose / luːs / adjective (NOT FIXED) 
lose / luːz / verb ( lost , lost ) (NOT HAVE) 
lunatic / ˈluː.nə.tɪk /   / -tɪk / noun [ C ] 
 
luxury / ˈlʌk.ʃ ə r.i / / -ʃɚ- / noun 
 
manacle / ˈmæn.ə.kl / verb [ T ] 
 
mandatory / ˈmæn.də.t ə r.i / / -tɔːr.i / adjective FORMAL 
 
manipulate / məˈnɪp.jʊ.leɪt / verb [ T ] MAINLY DISAPPROVING (INFLUENCE) 
manoeuvre UK ( US maneuver ) / məˈnuː.və r / / -vɚ / noun [ C ] (MOVEMENT) 
market / ̍mɑː.kɪt /  / ̍ mɑːr- / noun [ C ] (BUYING AND SELLING) 
mathematics / ˌmæθˈmæt.ɪks /   / -ˈmæt- / noun [ U ] ( UK INFORMAL maths , US 
 
INFORMAL math ) FORMAL 
 
matriculate / məˈtrɪk.jʊ.leɪt / verb [ I ] FORMAL 
 




matron / ̍ meɪ.tr ə n / noun [ C ] UK OLD-FASHIONED (SCHOOL) 
mature / məˈtjʊə r / / -ˈtʊr / adjective (LIKE AN ADULT) 
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meadow / ˈmed.əʊ / / -oʊ / noun [ C or U ] 
 
meal / mɪəl / noun [ C ] (FOOD) 
melody / ̍ mel.ə.di / noun [ C or U ] 
memorable / ˈmem. ə r.ə.bl / adjective 
 
mercenary / ˈmɜː.s ə n.ri /   / ˈmɝː- / adjective DISAPPROVING 
 
mercury / ˈmɜː.kjʊ.ri /   / ˈmɝː- / noun [ U ] ( OLD USE quicksilver ) 
 
metaphor / ˈmet.ə.fɔːr /   / ˈmet.ə.fɔːr / noun [ C or U ] 
methodical / məˈθɒd.ɪ.k ə l / / -ˈθɑː.dɪ- / adjective minaret / 
ˌmɪn.əˈret / noun [ C ] 
minister / ̍ mɪn.ɪ.stə r / / -stɚ / noun [ C ] (POLITICIAN) 
miracle / ˈmɪr.ɪ.kl / noun [ C ] 
miscellaneous / ˌmɪs. ə lˈeɪ.ni.əs / adjective 
 
mischief / ˈmɪs.tʃɪf / noun 
 
Mischievous / ˈmɪs.tʃɪ.vəs / adjective 
 
miser / ˈmaɪ.zə r / / -zɚ / noun [ C ] DISAPPROVING 
 
miserable / ˈmɪz. ə r.ə.bl / / -ɚ- / adjective (UNHAPPY) modern 
 
/ ˈmɒd. ə n / / ˈmɑː.dɚn / adjective (MOST RECNT)modify / ˈmɒd.ɪ.faɪ /                                                                                                          
/ ˈmɑː.dɪ- / verb [ T ] (CHANGE) 
 
module / ˈmɒd.juːl / / ˈmɑː.dʒuːl / noun [ C ] 
 
monarchy / ˈmɒn.ə.ki / / ˈmɑː.nɚ- / noun 
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monopolize ( UK USUALLY monopolise ) / məˈnɒp. ə l.aɪz / / -ˈnɑː.pə.laɪz / verb [ T ] 
 
monosyllable / ˈmɒn.əˌsɪl.ə.bl /   / ˈmɑː.noʊ- / noun [ C ] SPECIALIZED 
 
monotony / məˈnɒt. ə n.i /   / -ˈnɑː.t ə n- / noun [ U ] ( ALSO monotonousness ) 
 
monsoon / mɒnˈsuːn / / mɑːn- / noun [ C ] 
 
mortgage / ̍ mɔː.ɡɪdʒ / / ̍ mɔːr- / noun [ C ] 
 
mosaic / məʊˈzeɪ.ɪk /   / moʊ- / noun [ C ] 
 
mountain / ˈmaʊn.tɪn / / -t ə n / noun [ C ] (VERY LARGE HILL) 
municipal / mjuːˈnɪs.ɪ.p ə l / adjective 
muse / mjuːz / verb [ I ] FORMAL 
 
mute / mjuːt / adjective 
 
mutual / ˈmjuː.tʃu.əl / adjective 
 
nail / neɪl / noun [ C ] (BODY PART) 
nasal / ̍ neɪ.z ə l / adjective 
 
neigh / neɪ / noun [ C ] 
 
nephew / ˈnef.juː / / ˈnev- / noun [ C ] 
 
nepotism / ˈnep.ə.tɪ.z ə m / noun [ U ] DISAPPROVING 
 
noise / nɔɪz / noun [ C or U ] (SOUND) 
normal / ̍ nɔː.məl / / ̍ nɔːr- / adjective 
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north ( ALSO North ) / nɔːθ / / nɔːrθ / noun [ U ] ( WRITTEN ABBREVIATION N , UK ALSO 
 
Nth , US ALSO No. ) 
 
notable / ˈnəʊ.tə.bl /   / ˈnoʊ.tə- / adjective 
 
notary / ˈnəʊ.t ə r.i /   / ˈnoʊ.tɚ.i / noun [ C ] ( ALSO ˌ notary ˈ public ) LEGAL 
 
numb / nʌm / adjective 
 
nuptial / ˈnʌp.ʃ ə l / adjective FORMAL 
 
nylon / ̍naɪ.lɒn /  / -lɑːn / noun [ U ] obey / 
əʊˈbeɪ / / əˈ- /   / oʊ- / verb oblivious / 
əˈblɪv.i.əs / adjective obsolete / ̩ ɒb.s ə lˈiːt /  ˌɑːb- / 
adjectiveobstacle / ˈɒb.stɪ.kl /   / ˈɑːb- / noun [ C 
] 
 
obstinate / ˈɒb.stɪ.nət / / ˈɑːb.stə- / adjective 
 
occasion / əˈkeɪ.ʒ ə n / noun [ C ] 
 
odd / ɒd / / ɑːd / adjective (STRANGE) 
 
odour UK FORMAL ( US odor ) / ˈəʊ.də r /   / ˈoʊ.dɚ / noun [ C or U ] 
 
offend / əˈfend / verb [ T ] (UPSET) 
 
OK ( ALSO okay ) / ˌəʊˈkeɪ /   / ˌoʊ- / exclamation (AGREEING) olive 
 
/ ˈɒl.ɪv / / ˈɑː.lɪv / noun [ C ] 
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ominous / ˈɒm.ɪ.nəs / / ˈɑː.mə- / adjective 
 
omnipotent / ɒmˈnɪp.ə.t ə nt /   / ɑːmˈnɪp.ə.tənt / adjective FORMAL 
 
onion / ˈʌn.jən / noun [ C or U ] 
 
operative / ˈɒp. ə r.ə.tɪv /   / ˈɑː.pɚ.ə.tɪv / noun [ C ] 
opponent / əˈpəʊ.nənt / / -ˈpoʊ- / noun [ C ] opposite / 
ˈɒp.ə.zɪt /   / ˈɑː.pə- / adjective (DIFFERENT) 
oppress / əˈpres / verb [ T often passive ] (RULE) orator 
 
/ ˈɒr.ə.tə r /   / ˈɔːr.ə.tɚ / noun [ C ] 
 
oratory / ˈɒr.ə.t ə r.i /   / ˈɔːr.ə.tɔːr- / noun [ U ] FORMAL 
 
orchard / ˈɔː.tʃəd /   / ˈɔːr.tʃɚd / noun [ C ] 
 
ounce / aʊns / noun 
 
Oxford / ˈɒks.fəd / / ˈɑːks.fɚd / noun [ C ] ( ALSO ˌ Oxford ˈ shoe ) US 
 
panacea / ˌpæn.əˈsiː.ə / noun [ C usually singular ] 
 
paradise / ˈpær.ə.daɪs / / ˈper- / noun [ C usually singular , U ] 
 
parody / ˈpær.ə.di / / ˈper- / noun 
 
particular / pəˈtɪk.jʊ.lə r / / pɚˈtɪk.jə.lɚ / noun 
 
patriotism / ˈpæt.ri.ə.tɪ.z ə m / / ˈpeɪ.tri- / / ˈpeɪ.tri- / noun [ U ] 
 
incredulous / ɪnˈkred.jʊ.ləs / adjective 
 
peasant / ˈpez. ə nt / noun [ C ] 
 
peculiar / pɪˈkjuː.li.ə r / / -ˈkjuːl.jɚ / adjective (STRANGE) 
pedagogue / ̍ped.ə.ɡɒɡ / / -ɡɑːɡ / noun [ C ] 
 
pedagogy / ˈped.ə.ɡɒdʒ.i / / -ɡɑː.dʒi / noun [ U ] SPECIALIZED 
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peel / piːl / verb [ T ] (FOOD) 
 
penal / ˈpiː.nəl / adjective [ before noun ] (PUNISHMENT) 
 
penalize ( UK USUALLY penalise ) / ˈpiː.nə.laɪz / verb [ T ] (CAUSE 
DISADVANTAGE) 
pendulum / ̍ pen.djʊ.ləm / / -dʒə.ləm / noun 
penicillin / ̩pen.əˈsɪl.ɪn / noun [ U ] SPECIALIZED 
pentagon / ˈpen.tə.ɡ ə n /   / -tə.ɡɑːn / noun [ C ] 
people / ˈpiː.pl / noun [ plural ] 
pepper / ˈpep.ə r / / -ɚ / noun [ U ] (POWDER) 
perimeter / pəˈrɪm.ɪ.tə r /   / -ˈrɪm.ə.tɚ / noun [ C ] periodical 
/ ̩pɪə.riˈɒd.ɪ.k əl / / ̩pɪr.iˈɑː.dɪ- / noun [C ] personnel / ̩pɜː.s ə nˈel / / 
ˌpɝː- / noun [ U , + sing/pl verb] 
personal / ˈpɜː.s ə n. ə l /  / ˈpɝː.s ə n. ə l / adjective perspiration / 
ˌpɜː.sp ə rˈeɪ.ʃ ə n /   / ˌpɝː.spəˈreɪ- / noun [ U ] perspire / pəˈspaɪə r / / 
pɚˈspaɪɚ / verb [ I] FORMAL 
persuasion / pəˈsweɪ.ʒ ə n / / pɚ- / noun [ U ] (CHANGING IDEAS) 
philosophical / ̩ fɪl.əˈsɒf.ɪ.k ə l / / -ˈsɑː.fɪ- / adjective 
philosopher / fɪˈlɒs.ə.fə r / / -ˈlɑː.sə.fɚ / noun [ C ] physicality 
 
/ ̩fɪz.ɪˈkæl.ə.ti / / -ti / noun [ U ] LITERARYpidgin / ̍pɪdʒ.ɪn / 
 
noun [ C or U ] 
 
piety / ˈpaɪ.ə.ti /   / ˈpaɪə.ti / noun [ U ] ( ALSO piousness ) FORMAL 
 
pint / paɪnt / noun [ C ] 
 
pixel / ˈpɪk.s ə l / noun [ C ] SPECIALIZED 
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plague / pleɪɡ / verb [ T ] 
 
platinum / ˈplæt.ɪ.nəm / / ˈplæt.nəm / noun [ U ] ( SYMBOL Pt ) 
 
plough UK ( US plow ) / plaʊ / noun [ C ] 
 
plume / pluːm / noun 
 
predatory / ˈpred.ə.t ə r.i / / -tɔːr- / adjective 
 
predecessor / ˈpriː.dɪˌses.ə r / / ˈpred.ə.ses.ɚ / noun [ C ] 
 
pharynx / ˈfær.ɪŋks / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL pharynges / færˈɪn.dʒiːz / or pharynxes ) 
 
philistine / ˈfɪl.ɪ.staɪn / / -stiːn / noun [ C ] DISAPPROVING 
 
plan / plæn / noun (DECISION) 
 
pomegranate / ˈpɒm.ɪˌɡræn.ɪt /  / ˈpɑːmˌɡræn- / noun [C ] popular / 
ˈpɒp.jʊ.lə r / / ̍ pɑː.pjə.lɚ / adjective (LIKED) posh / pɒʃ / / pɑːʃ / 
adjective 
 
potassium / pəˈtæs.i.əm / noun [ U ] ( SYMBOL K ) 
poverty / ˈpɒv.ə.ti /   / ˈpɑː.vɚ.ti / noun [ U ] 
precious / ˈpreʃ.əs / adjective (VALUABLE) 
precipice / ̍ pres.ɪ.pɪs / noun [ C ] 
precise / prɪˈsaɪs / / prə- / adjective (EXACT) 
precocious / prɪˈkəʊ.ʃəs / / prəˈkoʊ- / adjectivepreface / 
ˈpref.ɪs / noun [ C ] 
prefer/prɪˈfɜː r/ / -ˈfɝː / verb[ T ](-rr- ) (CHOOSE) preferable / 
ˈpref. ə r.ə.bl / / -ɚ.ə- / adjective preference 
/ ˈpref. ə r. ə ns /   / ˈ-ɚ- / noun [ C or U ] 
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prelude / ˈprel.juːd / noun [ C usually singular ] 
(INTRODUCTION) preparation / ˌprep. ə rˈeɪ.ʃ ə n /   / -əˈreɪ- / noun 
(GETTING READY) prepare / prɪˈpeə r /   / -ˈper / verb [ I or T ] 
preposition / ˌprep.əˈzɪʃ. ə n / noun [ C ] 
 
prescribe / prɪˈskraɪb / verb [ T often passive ] (GIVE MEDICINE) 
prescription / prɪˈskrɪp.ʃ ə n / noun [ C ] (MEDICINE) 
present / ̍ prez. ə nt / noun [ C ] ( UK INFORMAL prezzie , OR pressie ) (SOMETHING 
GIVEN) 
present / prɪˈzent / verb [ T ] (GIVE) 
preservation / ˌprez.əˈveɪ.ʃ ə n /   / -ɚ- / noun [ U ] 
preservative / prɪˈzɜː.və.tɪv /   / -ˈzɝː.və.tɪv / noun 
prestige / presˈtiːʒ / noun [ U ] 
prestigious / presˈtɪdʒ.əs / adjective presupposition 
 
/ ˌpriː.sʌp.əˈzɪʃ. ə n / noun [ C or U] pretty / ˈprɪt.i /   / ˈprɪt- / 
adverb INFORMAL priority / praɪˈɒr.ɪ.ti /   / - ˈɔːr.ə.ti / 
noun [ C or U ] private / ˈpraɪ.vət / adjective 
(PERSONAL) 
probable / ˈprɒb.ə.bl /   / ˈprɑː.bə- / adjective 
 
probability / ˌprɒb.əˈbɪl.ɪ.ti /   / ˌprɑː.bəˈbɪl.ə.ti / noun [ C or U ] 
 
procedure / prəˈsiː.dʒə r /   / -dʒɚ / noun [ C or U ] (WAY TO )DOproceed 
 
/ prəˈsiːd / / proʊ- / verb [ I ] 
 
proclamation / ˌprɒk.ləˈmeɪ.ʃ ə n / / ˌprɑː.klə- / noun [ C or U ] 
 
privacy / ˈprɪv.ə.si / / ˈpraɪ.və- / noun [ U ] 
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produce / prəˈdjuːs / / -ˈduːs / verb [ T ] (MAKE) product / 
ˈprɒd.ʌkt / / ̍ prɑː.dʌkt / noun (THING MADE) 
production / prəˈdʌk.ʃ ə n / noun 
(MAKING) proficient / prəˈfɪʃ. ə nt / 
adjective 
profligate / ̍ prɒf.lɪ.ɡət / / ̍ prɑː.flɪ- / adjective FORMALprofound / 
prəˈfaʊnd / adjective (EXTREME) prohibit / prəˈhɪb.ɪt 
/ verb 
 
prolong / prəˈlɒŋ / / -ˈlɑːŋ / verb [ T ] 
 
prolongation / ˌprəʊ.lɒŋˈɡeɪ. ʃ ə n /   / ˌproʊ.lɑːŋ- / noun [ U ] 
 
promise / ̍ prɒm.ɪs / / ̍ prɑː.mɪs / verb [ Ior T ] (SAYCERTAINLY)promote/ prəˈməʊt 
 
/ / -ˈmoʊt / verb [ T ] (ENCOURAGE) prophecy / ̍ prɒf.ə.si / / 
ˈprɑː.fə- / noun 
prophesy / ˈprɒf.ə.saɪ /   / ˈprɑː.fə- / verb [ I or T ] 
proportion / prəˈpɔː.ʃ ə n /   / -ˈpɔːr- / noun (AMOUNT) 
prospective / prəˈspek.tɪv / adjective 
prosperous / ˈprɒs.p ə r.əs / / ˈprɑː.spɚ- / adjective 
protocol / ˈprəʊ.tə.kɒl /   / ˈproʊ.tə.kɑːl / noun [ U ] (RULES) 
provide / prəˈvaɪd / verb [ T ] (SUPPLY) 
province / ̍prɒv.ɪns / / ̍prɑː.vɪns / noun (REGION) provincial 
 
/ prəˈvɪn.ʃə l / noun [ C ] MAINLYDISAPPROVING provision 
/prəˈvɪʒ. ə n / noun (SUPPLY) 
provoke / prəˈvəʊk / / -ˈvoʊk / verb [ T ] (CAUSE REACTION) 
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pseud(o)- / sjuː.dəʊ / / suː.doʊ / prefix DISAPPROVING 
 
psychiatric / ˌsaɪ.kiˈæt.rɪk / adjective 
 
psychiatry / saɪˈkaɪə.tri / noun [ U ] 
 
purchase / ̍ pɜː.tʃəs / / ̍ pɝː- / noun FORMAL (BUYING)pure / pjʊə r / 
/ pjʊr / adjective (NOT MIXED) purpose / ˈpɜː.pəs / / 
ˈpɝː- / noun 
rail / reɪl / noun (TRAINS) 
 
rapport / ræˈpɔː r /   / -ˈpɔːr / noun [ S or U ] 
 
ratio / ˈreɪ.ʃi.əʊ / / -oʊ / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL ratios ) 
 
reconcile / ˈrek. ə n.saɪl / verb [ T ] 
 
record / rɪˈkɔːd /   / -ˈkɔ ːrd / verb [ T ] (STORE ELECTRONICALLY) recruitment / 
rɪˈkruːt.mənt / noun [ U ] 
reel / rɪəl / noun [ C ] (HOLDER) 
reform / rɪˈfɔː m /   / -ˈfɔːrm / verb [ I or T ] foe 
/ fəʊ / / foʊ / noun [ C ] LITERARY 
refrigerator / rɪˈfrɪdʒ. ə r.eɪ.tə r /   / -ɚ.eɪ.tɚ / noun [ C] 
regime / reɪˈʒiːm / noun [ C ] (MANAGEMENT) 
regular / ̍ reɡ.jʊ.lə r / / -lɚ / adjective (OFTEN) 
regulate / ̍ reɡ.jʊ.leɪt / verb [ T ] 
rejoin / ˌriːˈdʒɔɪn / verb [ T ] (RETURN) release 
 
/ rɪˈliːs / verb [ T ] (MAKE FREE) 
relevant / ̍ rel.ə.v ə nt / adjective 
relic / ˈrel.ɪk / noun [ C ] 
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religion / rɪˈlɪdʒ. ə n / noun 
 
remedial / rɪˈmiː.di.əl / adjective (TO IMPROVE) 
renaissance / rəˈneɪ.s ə ns /  / ̍ren.ə.sɑːns / noun [ S] 
renovate / ̍ ren.ə.veɪt / verb [ T ] 
reply / rɪˈplaɪ / verb [ I ] 
 
represent / ˌrep.rɪˈzent / verb (ACT FOR) 
 
representation / ˌrep.rɪ.zenˈteɪ.ʃ ə n / noun [ U ] (ACTING FOR) 
representative / ˌrep.rɪˈzen.tə.tɪv /   / -tə.tɪv / noun [ C ] 
reproduction / ˌriː.prəˈdʌk.ʃ ə n / noun [ U ] (PRODUCING YOUNG) 
 
reservoir / ˈrez.ə.vwɑː r /   / -ɚ.vwɑːr / noun [ C ] 
resignation / ˌrez.ɪɡˈneɪ. ʃ ə n / noun [ C or U ] )B(JO 
resonance / ˈrez. ə n.əns / noun (SOUND) 
resound / rɪˈzaʊnd / verb [ I ] 
respiratory / rɪˈspɪr.ə.t ə r.i / / ˈres.pɚ.ə.tɔːr.i / adjective [ before noun ] FORMAL OR 
 
restaurant / ˈres.trɒnt / / -tə.rɑːnt / noun [ C ] 
restoration / ˌres.t ə rˈeɪ.ʃ ə n /   / -təˈreɪ- / noun [ C or U ] 
resume / rɪˈzjuːm / / -ˈzuːm / verb FORMAL 
résumé / ˈrez.juː.meɪ / / ˈrez.ʊ- / noun [ C ] 
 
retina / ˈret.ɪ.nə / / ˈret. ə n.ə / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL retinas or retinae ) 
 
revenge / rɪˈvendʒ / noun [ U ] 
 
revere / rɪˈvɪə r / / -ˈvɪr / verb [ T ] FORMAL revolution / 
ˌrev.əˈluː.ʃ ə n / noun [ C or U ] (POLITICS) rhetoric / ˈret. 
ə r.ɪk /   / ˈret.ɚ- / noun [ U ] 
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rhetorical / rɪˈtɒr.ɪ.k ə l / / -ˈtɔːr.ɪ- / adjective 
 




ridiculous / rɪˈdɪk.jʊ.ləs / adjective 
 
righteous / ˈraɪ.tʃəs / noun [ plural ] FORMAL 
 
robot / ˈrəʊ.bɒt / / ˈroʊ.bɑːt / noun [ C ] (MACHINE) 
 
ruin / ˈruː.ɪn / verb [ T ] 
Russian / ̍ rʌʃ.ən / adjective 
sabotage / ̍ sæb.ə.tɑːʒ / verb [ T 
]sacred / ˈseɪ.krɪd / adjective 
 
savage / ˈsæv.ɪdʒ / adjective 
 
scaffolding / ˈskæf. ə l.dɪŋ / noun [ U ] 
 
scale / skeɪl / noun (MEASURE) scissors 
 
/ ̍ sɪz.əz / / -ɚz / noun [ plural ] screw / skruː 
/ noun (METAL OBJECT) scythe / saɪð / 
noun [ C ] 
secluded / sɪˈkluː.dɪd / adjective 
 
secretary / ˈsek.rə.t ə r.i / / -ter.i / noun [ C ] (OFFICE) 
seizure / ̍siː.ʒə r /  / -ʒɚ / noun [ C or U ] (TAKING) 
seniority  /  ˌsiː.niˈɒr.ɪ.ti /      /  siːˈnjɔ ːr.ə.ti  /  noun  [  U  ]  (LONG  TIME) 
sensory / ˈsen.s ə r.i / / -sɚ- / adjective [ before noun ] SPECIALIZED 
separate / ˈsep. ə r.ət / / -ɚ- / adjective 
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sew / səʊ / / soʊ / verb ( sewed , sewn or sewed ) 
 
so / səʊ / / soʊ / adverb (VERY) 
 
sow / səʊ / / soʊ / verb [ I or T ] ( sowed , sown or sowed ) (PLANT) 
sewage / ˈsuː.ɪdʒ / noun [ U] 
sewerage /ˈsʊə.rɪdʒ/ /ˈsuː.ɚ.ɪdʒ/ noun[U ] 
 
shampoo / ʃæmˈpuː / noun ( PLURAL shampoos ) 
 
short / ʃɔːt / / ʃɔːrt / adjective (DISTANCE) 
shortage / ˈʃɔː.tɪdʒ / / ʃ̍ɔːr.tɪdʒ / noun [ C ] shovel / 
ˈʃʌv. ə l / noun [ C ] 
showbiz / ˈʃəʊ.bɪz /   / ʃ̍oʊ- / noun [ U ] INFORMAL FOR show business 
 
shrewd / ʃruːd / adjective APPROVING 
 
sieve / sɪv / noun [ C ] 
 
sincere / sɪnˈsɪə r / / -ˈsɪr / adjective 
 
singular / ˈsɪŋ.ɡjʊ.lə r / / -lɚ / adjective 
(GRAMMAR)slew / sluː / verb 
sniper / ˈsnaɪ.pə r / / -pɚ / noun [ C ] (SHOOT) 
 
sociolinguistics / ˌsəʊ.si.əʊ.lɪŋˈɡwɪs.tɪks / / ˌsoʊ.si.oʊ- / noun [ U ] sociology / 
ˌsəʊ.siˈɒl.ə.dʒi / / ̩ soʊ.siˈɑː.lə- / noun [ U ] soften / ̍ sɒf. ə n / / ˈsɑː.f ə n / verb [ I or T 
] (LESS HARD)solace / ̍sɒl.ɪs /  / ̍sɑː.lɪs / noun [ 
S or U ] LITERARY 
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solid / ˈsɒl.ɪd / / ˈsɑː.lɪd / adjective (HARD) 
 
soliloquy / səˈlɪl.ə.kwi / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL soliloquies ) SPECIALIZED 
 
sophisticate / səˈfɪs.tɪ.kət / noun [ C ] FORMAL 
 
sort / sɔːt / / sɔːrt / noun (TYPE) 
 
sour / saʊə r / / saʊr / adjective (TASTE) 
 
southerly / ˈsʌð. ə l.i / / -ɚ.li / adjective a wind that comes from the south 
 
southern ( ALSO Southern ) / ˈsʌð.ən /   / -ɚn / adjective ( WRITTEN ABBREVIATION S ,US 
 
ALSO So ) 
 
speciality / ̩ speʃ.iˈæl.ɪ.ti / / -ə.ti / noun [ C ] UK ( US specialty ) (PRODUCT) 
spectacle / ˈspek.tɪ.kl / noun [ C ] (UNUSUAL EVENT) 
sphere / sfɪə r / / sfɪr / noun [ C ] (ROUND OBJECT) 
 
spinach / ˈspɪn.ɪtʃ / noun [ U ] 
 
sporadic / spəˈræd.ɪk / adjective 
 




square / skweə r / / skwer / noun [ C ] (SHAPE) 
squeal / skwiːl / verb [ I ] 
squeeze / skwiːz / verb (PRESS TOGETHER) 
squirrel / ˈskwɪr. ə l /   / ˈskwɝː- / noun [ C ] 
consistency / kənˈsɪs.t ə n.si / noun [ U ] (BEING THE 
SAME) stale / steɪl / adjective 
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stamp / stæmp / noun [ C ] (LETTER) 
statistic / stəˈtɪs.tɪk / noun 
stenographer / stəˈnɒɡ.rə.fə r / / -ˈnɑː.ɡrə.fɚ / noun [ C ] ( US INFORMAL ALSO steno ) 
 
photographer / fəˈtɒɡ.rə.fə r / / -ˈtɑː.ɡrə.fɚ / noun [ C ] 
 
stimulate / ˈstɪm.jʊ.leɪt / verb 
 
stipend / ˈstaɪ.pend / noun [ C ] 
 
storm / stɔːm / / stɔːrm / noun [ C ] (VIOLENT WEATHER) 
studious / ̍ stjuː.di.əs / / ̍ stuː- / adjective (LEARNING) 
 
subordinate / səˈbɔː.dɪ.nət / / -ˈbɔːr- / adjective 
 
suffice / səˈfaɪs / verb [ I ] FORMAL 
 
suffocate / ˈsʌf.ə.keɪt / verb [ I or T ] (DIE) 
suggest / səˈdʒest / verb [ T ] (MENTION) 
suicide / ̍ suː.ɪ.saɪd / noun [ C or U ] (DEATH) suite 
/ swiːt / noun [ C ] (SET OF ROOMS) 
superlative / suːˈpɜː.lə.tɪv /   / -ˈpɝː.lə.tɪv / noun [ C 
]surface / ̍ sɜː.fɪs / / ̍ sɝː- / noun (TOP) 
sweater / ˈswet.ə r /   / ˈswet.ɚ / noun [ C ] ( UK ALSO jumper ) 
 
syllable / ˈsɪl.ə.bl / noun [ C ] 
 
syllabus / ˈsɪl.ə.bəs / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL syllabuses or syllabi ) 
 
sympathy / ˈsɪm.pə.θi / noun (UNDERSTANDING) 
synonym / ˈsɪn.ə.nɪm / noun [ C ] 
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syringe / sɪˈrɪndʒ / noun [ C ] 
 
tail / teɪl / noun [ C ] (ANIMAL) 
 
taxonomy / tækˈsɒn.ə.mi / / -ˈsɑː.nə- / noun [ C or U ] SPECIALIZEDtear / teə r / / 
ter / verb [ I or T ] ( tore , torn ) (PULL APART) tear / teə r 
/ / ter / verb [ I or T ] ( tore , torn ) (PULL APART) 
 
technological / ˌtek.nəˈlɒdʒ.ɪ.k ə l / / -ˈlɑː.dʒɪ- / adjective 
 
tedious / ˈtiː.di.əs / adjective 
 
tenure / ˈten.jə r / / -jʊə r / / -jɚ / / -jʊr / noun [ U ] FORMAL 
 
TESOL / ˈtiː.sɒl / / -sɑːl / noun [ U ] 
 
testimony / ˈtes.tɪ.m ə n.i / / -moʊ.ni / noun [ C or U ] FORMAL 
 
theater / ˈθɪə.tə r /   / ˈθiː.ə.tɚ / noun [ C ] 
 
thigh / θaɪ / noun [ C ] 
 
thin / θɪn / adjective ( thinner , thinnest ) (NOT THICK) 
thorn / θɔːn / / θɔːrn / noun [ C ] 




tidy / ̍ taɪ.di / adjective (ORDERED) tin 
/ tɪn / noun [ U ] (METAL) tobacco / 
təˈbæk.əʊ /   / -oʊ / noun [ U ] toddler / 
ˈtɒd.lə r / / ̍tɑːd.lɚ / noun [ C] toe / təʊ / / toʊ / 
noun [ C ] 
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tow / təʊ / / toʊ / verb [ T ] 
 
together / təˈɡeð.ə r / / -ɚ / adverb (WITH EACH OTHER) 
toilet / ˈtɔɪ.lət / noun(CONTAINER) 
toll / təʊl / / toʊl / noun (CHARGE) 
 
tomato / təˈmɑː.təʊ /   / -ˈmeɪ.toʊ / noun [ C or U ] ( PLURAL tomatoes ) 
 
tone / təʊn / / toʊn / noun (VOICE EXPRESSION) 
tooth / tuːθ / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL teeth ) (MOUTH) 
 
torch / tɔːtʃ /   / tɔːrtʃ / noun 
 
tortoise / ˈtɔː.təs /   / ˈtɔːr.təs / noun [ C ] 
 
torture / ˈtɔː.tʃə r /   / ˈtɔːr.tʃɚ / noun 
 




inward / ˈɪn.wəd / / -wɚd / adjective (INSIDE) 
 
forward / ˈfɔː.wəd / / ˈfɔːr.wɚd / adverb ( ALSO forwards ) (DIRECTION) 
outward / ˈaʊt.wəd / / -wɚd / adjective [ before noun ] (ON OUTSIDE) 
 
trail / treɪl / noun (PATH) 
 
transfer / trænsˈfɜː r /   / ˈtræns.fɝː / verb ( -rr- ) 
transcription / trænˈskrɪp.ʃ ə n / noun 
transaction / trænˈzæk.ʃ ə n / noun [ C or U ] 
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transform/ trænsˈfɔːm / / -ˈfɔːrm/ verb [ T ] transient 
 
/ ˈtræn.zi.ənt /   / -ʃ ə nt / adjective FORMAL treatise / 
ˈtriː.t ɪs /   / -tɪs / noun [ C ] 
persuade / pəˈsweɪd / / pɚ- / verb [ T ] 
 
persuasion / pəˈsweɪ.ʒ ə n / / pɚ- / noun [ U ] (CHANGING IDEAS) 
persuasive / pəˈsweɪ.sɪv / / pɚ- / adjective 
trigger / ˈtrɪɡ.ə r / / -ɚ / noun [ C usually singular ] 
(START) trinity / ˈtrɪn.ɪ.ti / noun [ C usually singular ] 
LITERARY triumph / ˈtraɪ.əmf / noun [ C or U ] 
tuition / tjuː ɪ̍ʃ. ə n /   / ˈtuː- / noun [ U ] 
 
twilight / ̍twaɪ.laɪt / noun [ U ] (EVENING) 
tyranny / ˈtɪr. ə n.i / noun [ U ] ultimately 
/ ̍ ʌl.tɪ.mət.li / / -tə- / adverb unanimous / 
juːˈnæn.ɪ.məs / adjective fasten / ̍fɑː.s ə n / / 
ˈfæs. ə n / verb 
uniform / ̍ juː.nɪ.fɔːm /  / -fɔːrm / noun [ C or U] unit / ˈjuː.nɪt 
/ noun (SEPARATE PART) urinate / 
ˈjʊə.rɪ.neɪt / / ̍jʊr.ɪ- / verb [ I ] 
urination / ˌjʊə.rɪˈneɪ.ʃ ə n / / ˌjʊr.ɪ- / noun [ U ] 
 
urine / ˈjʊə.rɪn / / ˈjʊr.ɪn / noun [ U ] 
 
use / juːz / verb [ T ] ( used , used ) (PURPOSE) 
used / juːst / verb 
used / juːzd / adjective (NOT NEW) 
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useful / ̍juːs.f ə l / adjective 
 
useless / ̍juːs.ləs / adjective 
 
utility / juːˈtɪl.ɪ.ti / / -ə.ti / noun [ C ] FORMAL 
 
(SERVICE) vacancy / ˈveɪ.k ə n.si / noun [ C ] 
 
vaporize ( UK USUALLY vaporise ) / ˈveɪ.p ə r.aɪz /   / -pɚ.aɪz / verb [ I or T ] 
vegetable / ˈvedʒ.tə.bl / noun [ C ] ( US INFORMAL veggie ) (FOOD) vehicle / 
ˈviː.ɪ.kl / noun [ C ] FORMAL (MACHINE) 
veil / veɪl / noun (MATERIAL) 
Venus / ̍ viː.nəs / noun [ S ] 
use / juːz / verb [ T ] ( used , used ) (PURPOSE) 
village / ˈvɪl.ɪdʒ / noun 
 
visage / ˈvɪz.ɪdʒ / noun [ C ] LITERARY the face 
 
visit / ˈvɪz.ɪt / verb 
 
vitamin / ˈvɪt.ə.mɪn /   / ˈvaɪ.tə- / noun [ C ] vocabulary / 
vəˈkæb.jʊ.l ə r.i / / voʊˈkæb.jə.ler- / nouvolatile / v̍ɒl.ə.taɪl / 
/ ˈvɑː.lə.t ə l / adjective 
 
voucher / ˈvaʊ.tʃə r / / -tʃɚ / noun [ C ] UK 
 
war / wɔː r /   / wɔːr / noun [ C or U ] 
 
ward / wɔːd / / wɔːrd / noun [ C ] (HOSPITAL/PRISON) 
warden / ˈwɔː.d ə n /   / ˈwɔːr- / noun [ C ] (MANAGER) warm 
/ wɔːm / / wɔːrm / adjective (TEMPERATURE) 
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warmth / wɔːmθ /   / wɔːrmθ / noun [ U 
 
]warn / wɔːn /  / wɔːrn / verb [ I or T ] wart / 
wɔːt / / wɔːrt / noun [ C ] 
whore / hɔː r / / hɔːr / noun [ C ] 
 
wicked / ̍wɪk.ɪd / adjective (BAD) 
wound / wuːnd / noun [ C ] (INJURY) 
wounded / ˈwuːn.dɪd / adjective (UPSET) 
 
zebra / ˈzeb.rə / / ˈziː.brə / noun [ C ] ( PLURAL zebras or zebra ) 
 























The List of the Phrases and Sentences for the Practice of Group B 
 
1 The blotted handkerchief. 
2 The big university. 
3 A tough schedule. 
4 Pronunciation coach. 
5 My personal stapler. 
6 An army coup. 
7 The reigning monarch. 
8 Playing a decisive part. 
9 The close associate of the Minister. 
10 My assumption about the weather. 
11 One of the Prime Minister’s most trusted Lieutenant. 
12 Taken aback by surprise. 
13 Solving with abacus. 
14 The abandoned child. 
15 SKU; the abbreviation for Stock Keeping Unit. 
16 Pain in the abdomen. 
17 Abhorring racism with all might. 
18 The patient’s abnormal behavior. 
19 Walking abreast. 
20 Going abroad. 
21 His mysterious absence. 
22 The absurd allegations. 
23 My excellent academic record. 
24 Aching head. 
25 His 12000 acres in Yorkshire. 
26 The new African accent. 
27 An advertising agency. 
28 Her agile mind. 
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29 12 years ago. 
30 Agreeing with his opinion. 
31 The road ahead of you. 
32 An alien culture. 
33 Allergy to dust. 
34 The allopathic treatment. 
35 Bouts of depression alternate with periods of elation Pronunciation. 
36 A bourgeois family. 
37 A room floored in brown wood. 
38 The blooming flower in the garden. 
39 Anxious t avoid any trouble. 
40 Some twenty feet apart. 
41 Her spacious apartment. 
42 The apex of the roof. 
43 Using apostrophes. 
44 Appealing for information about the incident. 
45 A healthy appetite. 
46 A red big apple. 
47 Applying to the local authority for grant. 
48 An opposite quotation. 
49 The apposition of cat and dog. 
50 Appreciating the beauty of nature. 
51 Smiling in appreciation. 
52 The apprehended issue. 
53 Apricot jam. 
54 The month of April. 
55 A striped butcher’s apron. 
56 In the lands of Arab. 
57 My Arabian friend. 
58 Her fluent Arabic. 
59 A stone arch, built at the entrance. 
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60 Egyptian archeological knowledge. 
61 The archeologist born in Nashville. 
62 His arid years in Suburbia. 
63 Members of the aristocracy. 
64 A decadent old blue-blooded aristocrat 
65 The laws of arithmetic. 
66 What arrant nonsense 
67 The arrogant maid who works for us. 
68 In the outskirts of Asia. 
69 Our Asian culture. 
70 The horrific aspect of my life. 
71 Needs and aspirations of the people. 
72 His aspiring for high status. 
73 A secret assignation in town. 
74 A homework assignment. 
75 Assimilating this week’s events. 
76 The Association of Probation Officers. 
77 He assumed full responsibility of all organizational works 
78 His worsening asthma. 
79 The Astronomy class in my college. 
80 The centaur’s astronomical observations. 
81 The committed atheist. 
82 The broad-shouldered natural athlete. 
83 My attaché case fell off the shelf. 
84 The special of attorney. 
85 The use of an attributive adjective. 
86 He whistled at the audacity of the plan. 
87 The auditory nerves. 
88 The sultry haze of late August. 
89 My paternal aunt. 
90 The fat auntie in the bus. 
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91 He was respectable to his auspicious customers. 
92 The authenticity of his documents was dubious. 
93 The government authorized further aircraft production. 
94 The signed authorization papers. 
95 The book is a curious mixture of autobiography and fantasy. 
96 A boss who shifts between autocracy and consultation. 
97 The absolute power off autocrat. 
98 The automobile ran past me. 
99 The auxiliary airport staff. 
100 The avenge for his brother’s death. 
101 Avoid from the sun light. 
102 The company’s annual award for high-quality service. 
103 The look of utter awe on her face. 
104 One of the country’s most eligible bachelors. 
105 The bargains between political parties for supporting the government. 
106 The grain of barley. 
107 The barrage across the River Usk. 
108 He was bearing a tray of brimming glasses. 
109 Before the attacks began. 
110 Behind the bars. 
111 A beneficent democracy. 
112 A benevolent fund. 
113 They beseeched the man to stay. 
114 The border between Mexico and US. 
115 The beverage of milk. 
116 The bias against black applicants. 
117 My broken bicycle. 
118 The offence of bigamy. 
119 A binocular microscope. 
120 The individual biographies of both criminals are alike. 
121 The chocolate biscuit. 
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122 The detained charges of blasphemy. 
123 The dark blue sky. 
124 The boiled water for drinking. 
125 A bomb attack. 
126 Her silver bonnet. 
127 The northern border of our country. 
128 The German-born philosopher. 
129 Scientists rarely bother with such niceties. 
130 His bottle of wine. 
131 Apple boughs laden with blossoms. 
132 A girl with long hair tied back in a bow. 
133 Fast bowling. 
134 The new brand of soap powder. 
135 A breakfast of bacon and eggs. 
136 Gasping for breath. 
137 Breathing deeply. 
138 This bear is brewed in Frankfurt. 
139 A broad staircase. 
140 He wiped his brow. 
141 A shaving brush. 
142 The message helped to buffer the strain. 
143 A golf buggy. 
144 The bugle sounded the charge. 
145 A bunch of grapes. 
146 A news bureau. 
147 The unnecessary bureaucracy in local government. 
148 The buzz of the bees. 
149 Bypass the farm and continue to the road. 
150 He is not my caliber. 
151 Mange is full of calcium. 
152 Hydroxide is a chemical compound. 
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153 Eleven Candidate. 
154 Capacitor is an electrical device. 
155 His mental capacity is very low. 
156 The $300 million palace was built to satisfy the caprice of one man. 
157 He was a cruel and capricious tyrant. 
158 A gypsy caravan. 
159 Judith is very career -minded/-oriented (= gives a lot of attention to her job). 
160 Over the years he's become a grotesque caricature of himself. 
161 Seven hundred causality. 
162 A cavernous 4,000-seat theatre. 
163 Workplace nurseries will cease to be liable for tax. 
164 Ministers were censured for their lack of decisiveness during the crisis. 
165 A wedding/graduation ceremony. 
166 She has a Certificate in Drama Education. 
167 We muddled up the name labels and chaos ensued. 
168 She travelled by chariot. 
169 She was chasing (after) a man who had snatched her bag. 
170 There's a shortage of cheap housing in the region. 
171 18th century was the age of chivalry. 
172 I took her a box of chocolates. 
173 He died due to cholera. 
174 He was well known for his work in the cinema. 
175 If you have no children, enter a cipher in the space on the form. 
176 The two vans collided at the crossroads. 
177 It was predicted that a comet would collide with one of the planets. 
178 Colloquial speech is mandatory in every thesis writing. 
179 An artists' colony. 
180 A nudist colony. 
181 Usually comb is made of plastic. 
182 Now you can watch the latest films in the comfort of your own room. 
183 He was sent to prison for a crime that he didn't commit. 
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184 A comfortable bed/sofa. 
185 Compass is used in arithmetic. 
186 I was hoping she might show a little compassion. 
187 Are their two blood groups compatible? 
188 A smooth, dry surface helps the tiles adhere to the wall. 
189 The factory supplies electrical components for cars. 
190 The government has said that there will be no compromise with terrorists. 
191 The conceit of that man is incredible! 
192 I found the conclusion of the film rather irritating. 
193 In an instant, the magician had conjured (up) a dove from his hat. 
194 The costs of cleaning up the bay are estimated, conservatively, at $1 billion. 
195 It wasn't very considerate of you to drink all the milk. 
196 I think there was a conspiracy to keep me out of the committee. 
197 Constable is a British police officer of the lowest rank. 
198 He consumes vast quantities of chips with every meal. 
199 Recent evidence has tended to contradict established theories on this subject. 
200 There was a big controversy surrounding/over the use of drugs in athletics. 
201 The policy has caused fierce/heated controversy ever since it was introduced. 
202 A horse-drawn/public conveyance. 
203 Shall we all drive to the party in convoy so we don't get lost? 
204 I've asked them not to play their music so loudly, but they're not being very 
cooperative. 
205 Coordinate with your peers. 
206 Relations between the two leaders are said to be cordial. 
207 Niazi express couch. 
208 This watch may be a counterfeit, but it looks just like the original. 
209 It was a courageous decision to resign in protest at the company's pollution record. 
210 Did you put the car in the garage? 
211 This year (a) severe drought has ruined the crops. 
212 You mustn't exceed the recommended dosage. 
213 What was the diagnosis? 
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214 The country's leadership is in crisis. 
215 It was a courageous decision. 
216 Relations between the two leaders are said to be cordial. 
217 A convoy of trucks containing supplies was sent to the famine area. 
218 There was a big controversy. 
219 Our present population to consume 25 percent of the world's oil. 
220 The magician had conjured (up) a dove from his hat. 
221 The conceit of that man is incredible. 
222 A compromise will be reached in today's talks. 
223 The tiles adhere to the wall. 
224 A crime that he didn't commit. 
225 Enter a cipher in the space on the form. 
226 He died from multiple stab wounds. 
227 He shook my hand warmly. 
228 A volatile liquid or solid. 
229 Teacher gives us a list of vocabulary. 
230 Oranges are full of vitamin C. 
231 Tractors are farm vehicles. 
232 fruit and vegetables 
233 It is useless to speculate without more information. 
234 Do the exercises serve any useful purpose? 
235 I love a man in uniform! 
236 A remarkable triumph. 
237 Monitor the transaction. 
238 Do not forget to flush the toilet. 
239 My flatmate isn't very tidy. 
240 See picture thorn. 
241 The words 'small' and 'little' are synonyms. 
242 Which novels are on the syllabus this year? 
243 I suggest a white cloth. 
244 They are still clearing up the storm damage. 
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245 These plums are a bit sour. 
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